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Th« rtsponse of an ion •xchang* merabrdne to lont of 
specif ic tign (cation ox anion) i t a rule but the reaponat 
to a specific ion in presence of other ions i s an exception 
and has been noted only in a few cases ( l - ^ ) . Collodion 
and paraffin membrane electrodes containing nickel dimethyl-
glyoxiree, cobalt phosphate and manganese oxalate have been 
used to est iaate Ni'^*, Co^*, and Mn^ * respectively (5).Gregor 
and Schonhorn measured a c t i v i t i e s of Ca , and K.g 1&-B) 
using multilayer nei^rane electrodes of calcium and magnesium 
stearate* Solid state fluoride electrode displays excellent 
s e l e c t i v i t y for F* ions and has been used for the end point 
detection in t i trat ion fluoride with thorium, lanthanum, or 
A 
calcium(9K The present thesis which comparises of three 
parts, deals with the preparation of heavy metal s o ^ discs 
and their electroanalytical applications. 
The glass mixed %09p discs of zinc, copper, nickel, 
cobalt and chromitw palmitates were prepared* These metal 
soap discs were electronegative in character. The concentration 
potentials in alkal i and alkaline earth chloride solutions 
were much below the theoretical values and had the sequences 
BaClj^ SrCl2>CaCl2 and KCl ^ NaCi > UCl. The very low concen-
tration potential values of glass mixed soap discs in a lkal i 
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Tht response of an ion sxchange membrane to ions of 
specif ic sign (cation or anion) i s a rule but the response 
to a specific ion in presence of other ions i s an exception 
and has been noted only in a few cases ( i - 4 ) . Collodion 
and paraffin membrane electrodes containing nickel dimethyl-
glyoxime, cobalt phosphate and manganese oxalate have been 
used to estimate Ni^ "*^ , 00^ **^ , and Mn^ * respectively (5).Gregor 
and ^chonhorn measured a c t i v i t i e s of Ca^ , and K>g (6*8) 
using multilayer inmabrane electrodes of calcium and magnesium 
stearate. Solid state fluoride electrode displays excellent 
s e l e c t i v i t y for F* ions and has been used for the end point 
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detection in t i trat ion fluoride with thorium, lanthanum, or 
calcium(QK The present thesis which comparises of three 
parts, deals with the preparation of heavy metal soa^ discs 
and their electroanalytical applications. 
The glass mixed s o ^ discs of zinc, copper, nickel, 
cobalt and chromiiw palmitates were prepared. These metal 
soap d^scs were electronegative in character. The concentration 
potentials in alkal i and alkaline earth chloride solutions 
wex9 much below the theoretical values and had the sequences 
aaClg^ SrCl2>Cacl2 and KCl ^ NsGl > UCl. The very low concen-
tration potential values of glass mixed soap discs In alkal i 
halides are due to poor e lectrostat ic attraction betw#«n 
the alkali metal cationa and fixed charge s i t e s on the 
disc. For divalent cations, this attraction is» however* 
appreciably greater due to greater charge on the cation 
and i s reflected into better concentration potential values. 
For divalent transit ion oietal cations the concentration 
potentials were much closer to the theoretical values when 
the ffletal soap discs were in contact with the sulphate 
solutions of the same cation, i'or zinc palmitate and 
copper palmitate the behavior i s almost Nernstian In di lute 
solutions of zinc sulphate^copper sulphate respectively. 
/iccording to Teorell, Meyer, and divers , charged 
inefld>ranes behave l ike ion exchangers and their counterion 
se l ec t iv i ty has been worked out in terms of ion hydration. 
The membrane potential sequences obtained here, v i z . , BaGl^) 
iiiCl2>GaCl2; KCl > NaCl > L i d point tovNird* the weak f ie ld 
strength of the soap discs . The charge density ineasurements 
confirm this . On th^i same principle i t has be^ n^ predicted 
the af f in i ty sequence for transition metal cations, v i z . , 
2n '*'>Cu *>Ni )Co which i s again the same as reported 
in the thes i s . 
The concentration potentials of zinc, copper, nickel, 
and cobalt myristate with different e lectrolytes were measured 
and I t was obssrved that the potential i s maximum in 
electxolytea having the same cations. The af f in i ty sequence 
for transit ion metal cations, v i x . , Zt?* y Cu^* ) Mi^ *> Co^* 
which 5.S the same as obtained in case of palmitates but the 
magnitude of the potential i s l ess in the case of myristate 
soaps. The concentration potentials of zinc laurate, zinc 
caprate, and zinc caprylate with zinc sulphate solutions 
were also measured and i t was observed that with increase 
in the nu^er of carbon atoms In the hydrocarbon chain, the 
membrane potential also increased. This increase i s singly 
the result of increase in the hydrophobicity of the soaps 
and f a l l s in l ine vdth. l/.acDonal and Toth(iO) remark that a 
store insoluble material i s a better ion exchanger. 
The copper palroitate disc was also used to measure 
the potential response of the disc in copper sulphate solution 
in water and acetone, water and methanol, and water and N,N» 
dimethylformamide (DMF). I t was ob&erved that with increasing 
proportion of organic constituent in the solvent mixture, 
there r«as a gradual decrease in the c e l l e.m.f. This effect 
seems to be due to changes in the liquid Junction potential 
at the reference electrode rather than to a change in the 
disc potential . For experimental confirmation of this hypo-
thes i s , following three c e l l s were constructed. 
o, c« t* in 
aqueous CuoQ. 
$• G* ti* if} 
aqueous Gu^ O^  
Copper palmitat« disc Gui>C)^ , X^> iicetone. 
mi (oatd . ) , ICO)^  acetone, 
— lue l l 1) 
Copper palmitate disc 
(100 - X)X^  H^ .0 i^ fC'c &« 
Cu^^, X,-:. acetone* 
(Cell 11) 
Gu30 Hgj H92^l2» ^^^'^ acetone, KCl (3atd.l 
Hg2^l2, Ki acetone, I lOO-x)^ ^ H^ 
Hg2<^ l2f Hg 
. s td*, , 
i> ''-a;l(;>atd. , a q , ) , 
(Cell 111) 
^^ ^'cell^'^^^" ^cell^^^ * '^cell^^^^^* *^ ® change in e.m. f. 
noted upon replacement of water by organic constituents in the 
solvent mixture can not have arisen due to any factor other 
than the liquid-Junction potential developed at reference 
electrodes. The experimental results using the appropriate 
non-aqueous reference electrodes show that ^cell^'^^^'"^cell^^'^* 
s; j ^ | i l i i ) , therefore, i t confirms the above prediction. 
The potentiometxic neutrali iation t i t ra t ion curves of 
strong acids, v i z . , liCl, HNO^ , and H^ i^ O. against strong base, 
v i z , NaOH were a l l of the same general character. The points of 
inf lect ion of each curve corresponds to the point of neutralization. 
The regular decrease in the membrane potential upto the point 
3 
of neutralization is due to the fact that membrane potential 
for tht salt If^ aCl, HMHO^, 0^2^^^ which i« formed a« a 
consequence of neutralization of the acid iHCl, HHJ^ H2>0^) 
is smaller than that of the acid itself. The decrease in 
membrane potential beyond the point of neutralization is 
because the membrane loses its selectivity as the electrolyte 
concentration raises with further addition of NaOH in the 
system. 
Precipitation titrations of AgNO^ against KCl, KBr,Kl, 
KSCNj and of BaClg and PblNO^Jj against KgCrO^ conducted 
v/ith so4^ disc gave very accurate results. All the precipi-
tation titration curve had the same general form. However, 
contrary to the acid-base titration, in all the precipitation 
titrations tried here, membrane potential rises with the 
addition of the titrant <ind it continuea upto the end point. 
This is again because the electrolyte that was formed has 
higher membrane potential in comparison to that which dis-
appeared through precipitation, /addition of the titrant after 
the end point increased the electrolyte concentration in 
titration cell nwhich in turn lowered the permselectivity of 
the membrane. The membrane potential thus decrease after 
the end point. 
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Th« ttsn "oMsbran* eleetrodc" is applied to a syttMa in 
which a t«l«ctiv« lownbrant aeparatM tiwo elactrolyta aolutioni 
and at «vhich an •lectrieal potential difference it established 
characteristic of the difference in activity of a common ion 
constituent on either side. This meBd>rane potential responds 
in a reproducible manner to changes in the activity difference 
of one kind of ion, so that if one of the tvso solutions is of 
fixed and known cosqjosition, the observed membrane potential 
is indicative of the conposition of the other. For various 
membranes, used under suitably restricted conditions, this 
result can be achieved for almost any ionic species. The glass 
electrode may be regarded as a special example of membrane 
electrode and whilst none of the other membrane electrodes 
discussed below has so high a degree of specificity, they have 
the advantage of being more general in application and conform 
more closely to theoretically predicted behavior* They may be 
used to measure ^ e ionic activities of any electrolyte 
chemically compatible with them. 
Many membrane electrodes function ideally only in dilute 
solutions, i.e.<O.OiM, but even in concentrated solutions(> IM), 
the departure fr<» ideality is a smooth function of concentration 
and is well understood* Most of the meiiddranes which are discussed 
below can be made perfectly selective for either cations or for 
anions but remain unselective in the sense that they will not 
dlscrlrainat* between one cation species and another, or 
between one anion species and another. There axe reasons to 
believe, however, that even this limitation may be overcome 
and development of membrane electrodes specifically reversible 
to many of the ions for which no conventional reference 
electrodes exist may be achieved. 
The mMBbranes are also prepared from clays or from 
natural or synthetic polymer materials end Ruch of their 
development has been carried out by colloid chemists, polymer 
experts, and biochemists. The electro-analytical use of 
mw^ranes, e,g., as mee^rane electrodes, represents only one 
of several alms of this development work and certainly the 
principal goal has been the understanding of the controlled 
selectivity of the natural membranes of biological systems. 
The practical application of mead>rane electrodes to 
analytical purposes requires not only directions for the 
preparation and use of the membranes but, very particularly, 
an appreciation of the theory of mefldarane potentials. A 
knowledge of the factors governing the selectivitles and degree 
of nonideality of membranes is essential both for the develop-
ment and use of m^ fdorane electrodes and for the Interpretation 
of the emf values of cell containing them. 
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I t has tinG« long boen known that v^«n a mambrana 
•aparatM two tolutlona of tha sama elactrolyta diffaring In 
coneantratlon, an alactromotive forca la ganarated which in 
most eaaat la dlffarant from ths liquid junction potantial. 
Tha diractlon of thia davlation waa pointad out by Betha ami 
Tropoff(i) to ba ralatad to tha alactroklnatic charga of tha 
need^rana. Tha origin of thia eiaiabrana potantial and ita 
ralation vdth tha mect^ rana chazga wara discussad In dataila 
by Taorall(2) and by Mayar and Siavar»(3). Tha thaory put 
for«Mrd by thaaa author, known at tha fixad charga thaory of 
naBd>ranat (briafly knoMn as TMS theory), has proved to ba one 
of fundamental importance in the further development of 
etectrochafflittry of porous mambranas. 
According to VAS thaory, the wells of the pores of a 
membrane carry ii^arently a definite number of potentially 
dissociable groups, Any currant that flows across the 
membrana i s tranaported by the countarions of the fixed charged 
wall groups and ii^atavar other '*non exchange electrolytes 
may ba present in the poras. Tha concentration of other non-
exchange alactrolytaa in the pores i s datanninaJ by a Donnan 
type of equilibrium axiating bat«vaan the electrolytic pore 
atructura of the membrane and the adjacent outside electrolyte 
solution, the fixad wall groups bainc the "^non-diffusible species. 
In a concentration cell UJO such equilibria are set up between 
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the tm to lut ioM and th« two adjacent turfac« layert of 
the nenbrane. The menbxane concentration potential i s the 
algebraic aun of the two phase boundry potentials and the 
liquid Juf^tion potentials within the pores. 
A great deal of work has been done by 3ollner(4) for 
the understanding of nes^rane behaviour* He clearly 
recognised the antagonistic character of the membrane, that 
i s , their nature as a res tr i c t ive barrier as well as a trans-
ducer* He And his collaborators prepared a nuf^er of 
collodion based pemselect ive »«?ibrane8 (icembranet showing 
ideal ionic s e l t c t i v i t y as w«ll as low e lectro lyt ic resistance)* 
He was thus able to invett lgate th# role of ^eiabrane structure, 
vsflth special reference to heteroporosity, in the development 
of vari<!>us aerabrane e lec tr ica l ef fects . H« c r i t i c a l l y discussed 
the role of various factors such as »embrane structure ionic 
s i t e , charge and adsorbability in the generation of potentials 
and successfully applied the theoretical knowledge so gained 
in the development of n ^ r a n e electrodes for the potentiometric 
determination of ionic a c t i v i t i e s in solution. He also 
developed nodels for explaining various e lectr ica l phenocfiena 
occurlng across biological n€«)branes, i\n exaxyple of his nodels 
i s the fflosaic mefiBbrane, «^ich explains ionic accusiulation 
inside the l iving c e l l s on the basis of Donnan equil ibtia. 
Th« inportancft of physicochemlcal prlrKlpUt in 
elucidating the conplex permeability phenomena across natural 
membranes was stressed by TeorelKs) when he observed a close 
similarity in the behavior of a gastric mucosa membrane and a 
parchment membrane. He stressed the is^rtance of various 
fluxes across a membrane and remarked that the ionic accwmi-
lation in the living cells is not due to any membrane 
impermeability but due to the difference the influx and the 
outflux across the c^ll membrane, 
rxt this stage, it may be mentioned that the electrical 
activity in the nerve-the nerve signal- has been showm to b« 
the manifestation of the ionic transport proce8setl6,7). The 
n&xva signal results due to a reversal of the nerve cell 
membrane permeability from a resting state in iwhich the 
m«imbrane is 100 times more permeable to potassium than to 
todixm, to an active state in luhlch sodium entrance is 3D times 
easier than that potassium* The penneabllity changes are 
controlled in a regenerative way by the membrane potential. 
The dovmhill ionic movements axe subsequently reversed by 
a netabolically driven active transport process. 
According to Teoretl(5) a complete mepibrane theory 
should cover the following five aspects and explain them. 
(X) Ionic transport •flux*. 
Net flux.partial fluxes of different ionic species,Influx 
and outflux of one ionic species» flux ratios. 
6 
12} ^M^rane pot«ntiaI. 
Potential eoeipon«nts, mixed or total trantmeiidirane 
potential , diffusion potential . 
(3) Electrical conductivity. 
(4) Ionic distribution equilibria. 
"Flux equilibria". Diffusion Effects*. 
(5) opatial dlstrifcHition of the ions and the potential 
««ithin tha neoiiiNine. 
On the basis of the nature of the aodels(8) involved i s 
current nen^rane theories have been e las s i f i ea into three 
main groups. 
The theories of the f i r s t gxoup(9. XO) consider the 
nembrane as a surface of discontinuity separating the two 
adjaeentadjacent phases and sett ing i4> different resistances 
to the passage of various roolecular and ionic species . The 
driving forces for the part ic le transfer across the aenbrane 
are the differences In the general chemical potentials between 
two adjacent phases. 
The second group (2,3,6.7,11*:^) regards the meBdt>rane 
as a quasihomogeneous intermediate phase of f in i t e thickness. 
Hex9 the driving forces are the local gradients of the general 
chemical potentials in the layer. Convection may also contribute 
to Xi\«t transfer in the membrane. 
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Theories fa l l ing In the third group are ba&ed on 
kinetic consideration* and owe ^ e i r origin to the outstanding 
work of Danie l l i (2 l } , ZwoUnsky e t .a l . (22) and Uid ler i23 ) . 
Here the membrane Is considered as a ser ies of potential energy 
barriers lying one behind the other across »*ilch the permeant 
nust pass in order to go through the nembrane. The driving 
forces arise from the differences between the transition 
pj^babil i t ies in opposite directions normal to the membrane, 
Tien and Ting(24) have recently analysed their data for the 
pexn^tion of wat^r across a bilayer l ipid m^nibx^n^ in the 
l ight of kinetic considerations. 
Various types of a r t i f i c i a l metr^ranes hav« been used for 
test ing the above theories and investigating the role of 
various factors in the mefsbrane function. Besides the collodion 
based RKfeabranes mentioned before, ion exchange polysier mei^ranes, 
clay membranes, glass membranes and Inorganic precipitate 
me(d»ranes constitute other examples. >chlo9l(25)« Spiegler and 
GoryeHl20,26), Pear*t27), Boyd et a l , i 2 8 ) . Hi l l s et a l . (29) 
and t^kshninarayanai«h(3D,31) have used various polymer and 
collodion membranes for such studies. Lakshminarayanaiah and 
Shanes{32) have prepared paralodion membranes of thickness 
cofi^arable to that of plasma mendsrane and studied their 
e lectr ica l characterist ics , A large amount of work has been 
done on the pr^aration of polymor mend^ ranfiS Mhich find 
appllcatlont in Industry Uuch as In concentration of d i lute 
acids, removal of electrolyte* from solutions of non e lectro-
l y t e s , e t c . ) . Such work has been reviewed by Lakshaiainarayanaiah 
133). 
The most familiar fR r^>brane electrode i s the ^ - t y p e 
glass electrode whose potentiometrlc behavior can be described, 
inspi te of some ainblguities in ultimate definit ion of pii, by 
the Nernst equation over a v i^de range of hydrogen ion a c t i v i t i e s . 
Certain erroXB in the response of glass electrode ( e . g . , 
alkaline error) gave io^etus to search for glass electrodes 
responsive to other Ions. Both theoretical end experimental 
vvork done in the recent year(34} and sueamarlzed in t.lsefman's(3t^} 
monograph have established the ground rules to fabricate glass 
Riembranes specific to Na^  ions, sens i t ive glass electrodes 
which show moderate s e l e c t i v i t y for K^  over Ha*^  have also been 
prepared, A general summary of these developments has been 
given by Kechnltx(^) whose group has i l lustrated how the cation 
glass electrodes could be used in a nua^er of estimations and In 
the study of ionic equlllbriaC37-40), Mattock(4l) hes given an 
excel lent review of the properties and applications of cation 
se lect ive glass electrodes, «<4ierea8 aechnitz(42) has reviewed 
the achievements in the whole area of ion se lec t ive m«>s^ rane 
electrodes. 
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In biological systems, glass msrabxan* micro-electrode! 
spscl f lc to Ions (njostly m* and K*) hav« been used intera-
ce l lu lar ly to estimate the a c t i v i t i e s of those ions ( 4 3 ^ 
Glass membrane electrodes of different designs have been used 
to est laate a c t i v i t i e s of ions In biological f luids in 
vitrei44) and in l iving aniinals(45}. ' icro-electrodes(46) 
And capillary electrodes (47) of different designs have b«»en 
fabricated for different biological systeeis. 
Various attenpts have bi^ en made to find glas&es respon&ive 
to divalent cations. ti#rrel&, Truesdell and their coworkers!4d»^ 
achieved some success In the measurement of calclun Ion act iv i ty . 
The response, however* Is not suff ic ient ly specif ic to be of 
analytical v^lue In presence of other e lectrolytes . 
ivlth the avai labi l i ty of • nuad^ ex of Ion exchangers^50), 
efforts have been made to find Ion exchange resins specif ic 
to particular l o n s O l ) . Fischer and aabcocki52) investigated 
the BaSO^-paraffln sieo^rane as a potential indicator electrode 
in potentlometrlc t i trat ions . Tendeloo and Krlps(53) studied 
a paraffin mesy^rane containing calclun sa l t s of low so lubi l i ty 
and non»lonlc detergent as an electrode for estimation of Ca 
In solutions. These showed poor spec i f i c i ty . Gregor and 
Schof^iorn(54) formed multllaysr calclura stearate mefRbranes 
ivhlch showed good spec i f i c i ty towards Ga^ .^ But because of the 
compllcatttd roethod of prtparation. I t ha« found l i t t l e u««. 
A ne»f calcluB responsive electrode using a liquid Ion exchange 
system has been re{>orted by Orion Research Inc. and Corning 
Glass ii/orics. The Orion calclun electrode has /A9-/VJCI In a 0. IM 
GaCU solution containing calcium sa l t of liquid ion exchanger 
dldecylphosphorlc acid dissolved in dl-n-octyl phenyl 
phosphonate, saturating a c&llulose ir)«tnbrane(55). /\ l inear 
24. 
response to Ca in the presence of a constant account of other 
ions (Na, K, <itvi Mg) has been noted(56)« Uuch an electrode has 
been used as an indicator electrode for the t i t rat ion of 
calclun(57) and to estimate th^ so lubi l i ty and dissociation 
of calcium sulphate (5d). ohatkay and coworicers(59,60] hav« 
investigated the p o s s i b i l i t i e s of using paraffin (53»6X) and 
sol id polymeric meBd>ranes for estimating C^ ion act iv i ty . 
I t was found that membranes, one formeu by the lii¥>regnatlon 
of an Inert polyvinyl chloride matrix iwith trlbutyl phosphate 
or by the Ic^regnatlon of a polyvinyl chloride matrix with 
tributyl phosphate plus thenoyl trlfluoroacetone (chelating 
agent for Ca^*) exhibited a high se l ec t iv i ty for Ga^* ions in 
the presence of 4^a, Mg and B« Ions (59,60), 
n so l id ion exchanger electrode of simple construction 
which responds rapidly and se lec t ive ly to Ca^* has been recentl 
reported(62). The calcium sa l t of dloctylphosphoric acid or 
dldecyl phosphoric acid ««as dissolved in 3 to 5 parts by weight 
i l 
of an alGohol-«th«r solution of collodion, A film of thi» 
collodion formed over the end of a glass tube and in contact 
with r.nji^i ^^ht •o^^^io" "'i^ ** Ag-AgCl In it» served as the 
membrane electrode uihich showed favourable response to Ca 
iotm over M9, 3a, Na and K ions. 
Collodion and paraffin membranes containing nickel 
dimethyl glyoxime, cobalt phosphate And manganese oxalate have 
been used as electrodes to estimate Ni , Go , and Mn 
respectively! 61). 
iiuchanan and «>eago(63) fabricated electrodes from paraffin 
and s i l icone rubber mc'mbranes by impregnating them vvith various 
insoluble transition metal sa l t s and chelates. These electrodes 
were investigated for their response toward transition metal 
cations. Only electrodes fabricated from mec^ranes impregnated 
with metal sa l t s and not chelate responded. The crystal l ine 
forans, the degree of hydration, and the associated anion of the 
i^regnated sa l t had no effect on the electrode response or 
s e l ec t iv i ty . These electrodes l ike the other ion exchanger 
electrodes, were non-specific in their response to cations. A 
similar technique of embedding Agl precipitate in the paraffin 
has given an electrode se lect ive to l" ion 164). 'ore f lex ible 
and robust membrane electrodes have been constructed from 
s i l icone rubber by incorporating the required precipitates or 
Ion •xchangw r«»lnt( 65,66). This way electrodw selective 
to CI*, ar", I', soj; FO^ "^ *, OH", sulfide, H"", K*^ , ril^ *, 7.r?\ 
and AX"^* Ion have been constructed (67,68) and their responses 
have been evaluated and di8cussed(69)« hechnitz and coworkers 
(70,71) have also used these silicone aembranes selective to 
Cl7 Br*, and I" lorwi and found them to havtj good selectivity. 
2- 3-Hovever, the selectivity clainetl for oO^ and i^^ by rungor 
h«is not been confirmed by aechnitz(42) uiho remarks, very 
appropriately, that it is very unlikely that any heterogeneous 
menabrane electrode will ever be superior to the pH-type glass 
electrode for precise (although indirect) measurement of 'li* 
activity, recently a fluoride neBd>rane electrode (silicone 
rubber containing precipitates of thorium, lanthanum, and 
calcium fluorides) selective to F" ion has been reported (72). 
Reliable results were claimed for the mecibrane containing 
calcium fluoride although th@ sensitivity was not as good as 
that of the electrode containing lanthanum fluoride. A solid 
state fluoride electrode is commerclalty available (Orion 
Research Inc.). The active mendarane portion of this electrode 
is a disc shaped section of single crystal of rare aarth 
fluoride (73). This electrode is claimed to display excellent 
selectivity for F* ions. A detailed description of the electrode 
has been given by Llngane (74) who used it for the detection of 
the end point in titration of fluorides with thorium,lanthanum 
n 
and caleliua. It has be«n shown to respond also to F* activity 
in highly acidic iii«dia 175). Orion has also made a solid 
state electrode for sulfide ions from a single crystal of 
silver sulfide. 
The possible uses of membrane electrodes were first 
recognized by Haber (76-78) after Mernst and Klesenfeld (79) 
had shotorn that any interface supporting a concentration 
gradient and allowing the reversible transfer of only a single 
ionic species from one solution to the othor, gives xise to a 
potential difference and acts 6lectr<^otively in a manner 
analogous to that of a conventional reference electrode 
xtiversibltf to that ionic species. The theory of n&mbrane 
potentials was further developed by Donnan (30), by Horovitz 
(<31,{i2), by Teorell (83,d4), by Meyer and bieversO), by Tendeloo 
(8&), by Marshall(86), and by -catchard(a7), the last two 
authors dealing specially with membrane electrodes. 
The most significant advanceatent was the reallization of 
the usefulness of the systems idealized In these theoretical 
treatments. Michaelis(38,89) was the first to describe the 
successful application of membranes of high ionic selectivity 
but the two most in^ortant developments were due to Marshall(36, 
90-96), who was responsible for developing zeolite and clay 
membranes, and specially, to c»ollnex and Gregor (97-104) whose 
collodlon-basiKl mMnbr«n«t rtMnalns the slmpleet and often 
the most suitable i&eiid>rane electrodes for the potentlometrie 
determination of ionic a c t i v i t i e s . 
The years following 194& also saw the increasing use 
of synthetic ion exchange resins. Their s e l ec t iv i ty towards 
different ionic species Is governed by the same factor which 
control the ionic permeability of mes^ranes and several 
research workers, notably Kx999m»t% (105,X06), and v<yUle and 
^atnode (107) showed how membranes of ion exchange materials 
also function reprodueibly and se lect ive ly as membrane 
electrodes oy9X a wide range of concentrations of individual 
ionic species. This type of membrane can be prepared in two ways: 
( i ) as a homogeneous sheet or film of porous crossllnked 
polymer material, the pores of which are charged with fixed 
carboxylic or sulfonic acid groups (cation se lect ive membranes) 
or amino groups in the onium form (anion se lect ive membranes^  
(25,105,106,108-119), and which are accessible to a l l but the 
largest ions, or (11) as a heterogeneous membrane which can be 
made by iiq;>regnatlng a porous polymer material vdth adsorbable 
polyelectrolyte( 120-122), or, more usually, by incorporating 
part ic les or beads of Ion exchange resin Into an Inert p last ic 
matrix by moulding the beads and plast ic binder In a suitable 
press(107,123,I24). This l a s t type of membrane i s tough and 
u 
flexible, and it available in large eheets (e.g., of several 
square feet) froin the manufacturers of ion exchange materials. 
More recently, Gregor and his cov.orkers(54,125^ have 
begun the development of an entirely different type of 
membrane especially for use as nenbrane electrodes of high 
specificity. These are teraed "multilayer membrane electrodes'* 
and are built up by successive layering of, for exao^le, 
calciiMR stearate monolayers into a thin strip. The potential 
difference across the strip responds Ideally to the difference 
in concentration of calcium ions on either side of the strip, 
even, in the presence of other cations. 
Hecent developments in ion-celective electrodes culmi-
nating in their commercial availability, can be directly 
traced back to the ivork of Marshall on zeolite and clay 
membranes, of Tendeloo on spar lBai.O^ ) and fluorlte (Ca Fg) 
membranes, and of '^dchaelis and Sollner on collodion membranes, 
to mention only a few of the principal workers in a vast 
literature. 
A useful distinction can be made between homogeneous 
and heterogeneous meByt>ranes -san- -be «a4e as follovtrs. In the 
later, inert binding material is used to form the membrane and 
Inpart the required mechanical properties to the membrane. 
The solid-state membrane electrodes, come into the first 
Hi 
category, and perhaps are to be regarded as a more perfect 
form of the later. However It may not alwaya bo feasible 
to obtain a material in the requisite form of single crystal. 
The two types are therefore to be regarded essentially as 
complementary. 
n\though the role of the binder is simply to provide 
an inert matrix in vuhich the material of interest is end>eded« 
its properties are obviously important. It must first be 
chemically inert, and provide the correct adhesion properties 
with the particles. Paraffin wax and collodion have already 
b«;en mentioned as binder material but polyvinyl chlorids(t^X) 
polystyrene, polyethylene and most Important silicone rubber 
has ideal hydrophobic qualities and its flexibility ^nd 
resistance to cracking and to swelling In aqueous solution; 
make it the most valuable material yet found. This fact alone 
has led to the commercial developments. 
It is worth distinguishing between the types of materials 
that have been dispersed in an inert matrix and the properties 
and uses of the electrodes thus formed. 
Ion fcxchanoe Hesins 
Wyllie and Patnodei107) were the first to embed ion 
exchange resin in an inert binder to achieve robust membranes. 
^ince then, the technique has received much attention. Hecent 
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v^rks Include thost of Bott(126)» B«su(127), Kale and 
1^ecauleyli28), and Jofhl and ouryanarayanai 129;. *^ arson«l 130) 
showed thiit /\«berlite IB 12C dleperied in polystyrene and 
•oaked in sodlun chloxide solution gave a sodium ion response. 
However, the most extensive studies have been those of t^ ungor 
and Kit collaborators (65,66,131) who have prepared Ion 
exchange resin electrodes based on silicone rubber which show 
response to sulphate, chloride, hydroxide, hydrogen,potassium, 
' sine, and nickel. It was concluded(66) that all these membranes 
are selective to ion valence type only and not to individual 
ions. 
TerKleloo and Krips (53,132) studied paraffin m»»branet 
Ir^orporating calcium oxalate, a non-ionie detergent and gauze 
on which the membrane was supported. Some degree of calcium 
ion response was claimed, and the calcium stearate eleetrode(133' 
was studied. Their conclusions about the specificity of those 
electrodes were challanged by Cloo and fripiat (134) yiio found 
the calcium oxalate paraffin electrode to be non-specific, 
^hatkay confirmed thls(59,60) and found that a paraffin el«iCtrode 
gave the same response as the calcium stearate ead^ eded paraffin 
electrode. He found that gauxe was necessary to make the 
membrane conducting andtierefore played an important role in 
the mechanism. 
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I^g«ail35) discussed ths developments in the application 
of ion-exchange membrdnes in vvatex desalination, generation 
of e lectr ica l current, and fabrication of specif ic ion electrodes 
&isenman(1361 studied the principal features of the 
electrode potentials with so l id and liquid ion exchanger 
s)eii^ranes and tested this results on the fallowing general 
equation 
.- ^ i O-C 
- \ ^ a . . l ^ c . ) ^ a c c ; * 
d«riveu by aandbloBi, ulsemaan and salkerl l37) . This equation 
consists of three tenas* The f i r s t term i s for a l l types of 
exchangers so l ids itr^ l iquids. The r^^alning tvo tersris 'ixa zero 
for a solid ion exchanger but dep<fnd on such properties of a 
l iquid ion exchanger as the partit ion coeff ic ients of the 
various species , their 6egse«i of dissociat ion, and their 
re lat ive raobilitles* The expl ic i t ei^ressions for the steady 
state electrode potential of « coc^letely dlssoclateu liquid 
ion exchanger as well as for a strongly associated one MX9 
given and coR^areds the parameters determining ionic se l ec t iv i ty 
are discussed in relation to c lass ica l properties of weak 
0 
electrolytes e.g., dlifoclatlon constants, limiting equivalent 
conductances, transference numbers, and partition coefficients. 
f..ea6urement8 of these paxameters for a typical liquid ion 
exchanger I viz. di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid in *«t n-ainyl 
alcohol) axfd presented and coiqpared with electrode behavior 
theoretically for Na^ — H* mixturesi138). 
The behavior ^ni application limits of Ion selective 
electrodes in aqueous solutions have already been described 
it>a,69,i39). The application field of the electrodes has been 
extended froB aqueous to nonaqueous solvents. This is 
especially it^ortant because many c<Miq;>ounds are only soluble 
in non-aqueous solvents and, furthermore, it is Interesting 
to see how the correlations valid in aqueous media would 
change in non-equeous solutions. At the same time, the finding 
that the lowest detection Unit of a precipitate-based ion-
selective electrode in aqueous nedia Is determined by the 
solubility of the precipitate composing the electrode, may 
offer new possibilities, if non-aqueous media Ara used. It is 
well known that the solubility of many inorganic precipitates 
decreases in non-aqueous media, the lowest detection limits 
of ion-selective electrodes containing such inorganic preci-
pitates also decrease in comparison with that obtained in 
aqueous solutions. 
The preclpltate-based ion-selectiv© el«ctrode» can be 
devlded into two groups: homogeneous 9^tvi heterogeneous ion 
selective electrodes!140), The application of the hetero-
geneous silicone rubber nembrane electrodes in non-aqueous 
media raises the question of how the swelling of the silicone 
rubuer influences the application limits of the electrodes. 
The aim of this study v^s to examine the effect of 
some non-aqueous solvents; alcohols, acetone, dimethyl-
fomatnide, acetonitrlle, a mixture of benzene »nd methanol 
on the behavior of the silicone rubber membrane electrodes and 
furthermore, to choose the solv«i;nts in Kvhich the silicone 
rubber membrane electrodes work best. For a systematic study, 
water-miscible solvents were chosen and the experiments were 
carried out in mixtures of the aqueous and non-aqueous solvents. 
The preparation of cation sensitive collodion-based 
membranes has been summarized by Sollner And Gregor(in4), The 
cation sensitive membranes are prepared by casting successive 
films (generally two] of collodion cotton from a 4,* solution 
in 1:X ether-alcohol solution using a test tube as former, 
After most of the solvent has evaporated, the film is coagulated 
in water, oxidized (to produce carboxylic acid groups) by 
immersing in H sodium hydroxide solution containing dissolved 
air, and then dried (irreversible) to the desired degree of 
thickness and porosity. 
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The e lec t ropos i t ive anion-se lec t ive membranes are 
prepared by soaking the highly porous coagulated film In a 
2% solution of protamine sulphate a t pH 10. & for several 
days. This men^rane can then be dried as before. The o rd i -
nary ca t ion- se lec t ive collodion merobrane suffers from the 
disadvantages of being readi ly hydrolyzed in acid solutions 
ami also In being unresponsive t> the a lka l ine ca t ions . This 
type of membrane has , however, been grea t ly improved by 
Neithofl 121). He has sho\wn tha t carboxylic acid groups may be 
replaced by the lauch more ef fec t ive sulfonic acid groups by 
dissolving polystyrene sulfonic acid In the I n i t i a l cas t ing 
.solution, or by soaking the coagulated film in non-aqueous 
sodiun polysulfonate solut ion. 
Cat ion-se lec t ive nerobranes have been prepared from 
cross- l inked p o l ^ e t h a c r y l i c a c i d ( l i 3 ) , sulfonated phenol-
formaldehydei 106,141) and sulfonated p o l y s t y r e n e ( l i 4 - l i d ) . 
The f i r s t var ie ty i s prepared by polymerizing a solut ion of 
methacrylic acid and a cross- l inking agent, contained between 
two glass p l a t e s . The other membranes are cas t from sulfonated 
monomer. Homogeneous anion-se lec t ive membranes can be 
prepared by the polymerization of ethyleneimine cross- l inked 
with ep ich lorhydr in i l l2 ) . 
These membranes once considered des i rab le because of 
t h e i r transparency and apparent homogeneity, are nevertheless 
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too brittle and too poroue for use as membrane electrodes 
and vjould not normally be recommended for use as such. 
They can, however, be easily modified in such a way 
as to eliminate these deflects whilst still retaining the 
stability and high fixed charge concentration which are 
characteristic of these ion exchange raateiials. This is 
don«£ in several v«ays. As indicated previously, the meinbranes 
can be supported by casting them on a gauze backing or in a 
fritted disc (142,143'. They can be grafted into a tougher 
porous backing such as polythene by the "graft polyrrser^  
technique!144} of chemically bonding two separate polymers by 
Irradiating ^n intimate mixture of them with an intense 
cobalt source. 
: .aero > .ascinil 145) prepared a new type of heterogeneous 
silver sulfide-lead sulfide membrane electrode, which is 
selective to lead ions, /^ n investigation was carried out to 
correlate the electro-chemical behftvlor of these electrodes 
v/ith the nature and conpositlon of the precipitate endieded in 
the membrane. 
Hiroshi(146) produced a lead sensitive ceramic membrane 
electrode by sintering a mixture of lead, silver %n6 copper!I; 
sulfides. These electrodes yielded a Nernstian response to 
lead ion activity in the absence of Interferences, and their 
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sensltivitie*. their response rates to different concen-
trations, their life-timee and their behavior in the presence 
of other ions were also entirely satisfactory. Hiro8hi( 147) 
prepared lead selective electrodes using lead-sulfide-impre-
gnated silicone rubber metnbranes. 
The Developments of Specific « embrane electrodes* 
A serious liadtdtion of mecibrane electrodes is their 
lack of specificity towards particular ionic species of the 
samu charge. Thus, in solutions containing more than one 
electrolyte, the membrane potential responds to the total 
cationic or the total anionic concentration. The reseirvation 
must be nade that if one of the diffusible ions has umjsual 
properties such as high mobility (H* ion) or lar^e size 
(macro-ion), then some distinction can often be made between 
its contribution to the total menbrane potential and that of 
others. This, however, is an unsatisfactory basis for the 
use of membrane electrodes in ordinary systems ami will not be 
considered further. 
The development of membrane electrodes which will respond 
electromotively, ae does the glass electrode, to only on9 
species of ion is still in its early stages, but satisfactory 
success has been achieved to merit some discussion of its 
essential features. Two types of specificity are possible. 
2i 
0119 physical and othar ch«nical. 
although Ions in solution do not diffar greatly in 
their sizas, some descrimination by the meoibrane is possible, 
particularly if the mentbrane pores are small and Inelastic. 
This type of channel i* coimonly found In leoUte materials. 
Thus, Marshall's montmorillonlte membranes, pretreated at 
49C*'c, became insensitive to divalent cations and could be 
used for the determination of alkali ion concentrations in 
the presence of calcium and barium ions. Further refinement 
of this ion sieve property is obviously possible. Barrer and 
^ammonl148,149) have shown that, under certain conditions, 
synthetic analcite will quantitatively take up sodium and 
potassium ions but totally exclude cesium ions, iwhich 
evidently can not penetrate the windows of the successive 
cages of this zeolite. Barrer and Jamesll50) therefore 
prepared membranes of this material by moulding into a plastic 
binder and attempted to demonstrate that such a m^nbrane would 
respond only to sodium or potassium, but not to cesium ions 
or other large ions such as H^N***. This specific selectivity 
was not achieved, almost certainly because of "leaks* I.e. 
additional, uncharged paths, between the zeolite particles and 
the binder. The filling of this space with an inert fluid, 
such as silicone fluid certainly Is^roved the efficiency of 
the mei^rane, and meadt>rane of this type were cation selective 
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over a wide concentration rangt (o-2M). Therefore, v*iilst 
the epeclflcity of such meenbranet Is ttlll Incon^lete.they 
clearly form a good basis for further ifnprovenent« 
Chemical specificity has been sought by incorporating 
into the Riei^rane, a reagent vt^ ich reacts specifically (by 
c(MBpl#x formation or precipitation) v^th the ion In question. 
Thus Waermann «t al.il5i) prepared minabranes from an ion 
exchange mattrlal developed by Skogseidl 152) tuhich, because 
of its similarity to dipicrylanine, shovied a marked preference 
for potassiuiB over sodium ions. Bl-lonlc membrane potentials 
were observed which were indicative of this preferential 
selectivity but not to the extent of conferring on this 
sienbrane the status of a potassium electrode. 
The Idea of Incorporating into the membrane, some 
Insoluble form of the ion being studied, has been implemented 
in other ways. Tendeloo and Kripft(153), for example,prepared 
membranes of paraffin wax supported on a gauze and containing 
a suspension of calcium oxalate. Although these membranes 
were not subjected to a thorough test, they gave a specific 
and theoretical response to the calciim ion concentration which 
was independent of the pH and of the presence of potassium 
ions, ^ieveral applications of this calcium electrode to the 
study of calcium binding in protein solutions were described. 
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Similar, but l e t s sat i i factory, applications of the sanie 
principle have been noted by Hirsh-/xyalonllb4} and by 
Babcocki it>&}. In both cases, a roenibrdne impregnateo with 
barium sulphate was used. The corresponding membrane potential 
was sensit ive to bariuo and to sulphate ions but, whilst 
these mendsranes could be used as indicator electrodes in 
t i t rat ions , they could hardly be de&cribed as meod r^ane 
reference electrodes. 
Finally, there are the multilayer membranes of Gregor 
and ';Jchonhorn(^,JL25}. These stearate membranes show excellent 
cationic se l ec t iv i ty vwhich i s comparable with that of the 
vvyllie and <^atnode and of the Barrer and James electrodes. 
Gregor and >>chonhorn state the mend r^anes are also ion se lec t ive , 
i . e , , especially se lect ive to the ionic species incorporated 
in them, and although confirmatory results are not available 
as yet, this appears to be a highly promising type of mo(}t>rane 
electrode. 
Fr<»n the l iterature survey, i t i t found that very l i t t l e 
vi^ rk has been reported on soap membranes. Gregorl X56) was the 
f i r s t to report the multilayer membrane electrode of barium 
stearat«£ to measure the a c t i v i t i e s of ions in mixed electrolytes, 
These electrodes are se lect ive to aa^* ions even Sn the 
presence of at high concentration of Na* ion». ciregor further 
reported 1157) that membranes suitable for use in c<^ncentration 
2? 
cells may b« fabricated by the formation of multilayers of 
the insoluble salts of long chain fatty acids, such as 
barium ^tearate, calcium palmitate. and Fe(XII) p^ Lcnitates. 
The available references on the raetallic soap 
membranes, their high insolubility and interraolecular cross-
linking in the material are suggestive of its usefulness in 
the development of ion selective electrodes. Hence it was 
thought worth-tt^ ile to prepare heavy metal soap discs and 
study their electroanalytical applications. The investi-
gations described in the thesis have been carried out from 
the following view points, 
(i) To prepare discs of different heavy metal soaps 
of different fatty acids and study their potential response 
in different electrolyte systems with a view to finding out 
their specificity and selectivity for different ions. 
(11) To study the usefulness of these in the determination 
and coRH^ arison of ion activities in various solvent mixtures. 
(ill) To test their suitability for neutralization and 
precipitation titrations. 
'(* 
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Viith electronsgatlve membxan*!, th« dilut* solution 
sld« is moxe positivt as con^ared to free diffusion,!without 
membrant) indicating thsrsby that such membranes favour the 
cross membrane psmeation of cations, tieverse is true for 
electropositive men^ranes. 
Michaelis(39) worked on a large number of collodion 
Rtonbranes of different porosities and observed that In case 
of membranes of low porosity, the membrane potential may 
reach the thermodynamically maximum value. This is the upper 
limit of membrane potential while the liquid junction potential 
is the '>ther limit. 
It was pointed out by fviichaelis that the transportation 
of electricity across the membrane is divided between cations 
and anions in a proportion different from that in free 
solution. For electronegative membranes, cationic transport 
number inside the membrane, t^ , is greater than the cationic 
transport niunber in free solution, t^ , whereas for anions, 
this inequality in similar membranes Is in other direction 
via. t^  >1_. Michaelis gave the following equation for the 
m^ idt>rane concentration potential across an ionic membrane. 
* F *2 
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«^«r« a. and a^ are the mean Ionic a c t i v i t i e s of the two 
111 e l ec t ro ly t e solut ions separated by the membrane. The 
sign of £ refers t o tha t of d i l u t e solut ion. Thus for an 
e lectronegat ive membranes exclusively permeable to ca t ions , 
e . g . , \^ « I , and i^ • 0; equation(i) reduces to 
mmX r o^ 
Similarly for electropositive membranes exclusively permeable 
to anions 
max F a^ 
Bethe and Tropoff(l) were the first to point towards 
the origin of the membrane charge. They said that at the 
pore wall solution interface, an electrical double layer is 
formed. The ions that form the immovable part of this 
double layer are firmly attached to the pore walls. The charge 
of this immovable layer is either due to adsorption or due 
to the dissociation of wall material. 
Coming to the location of the ionic processes that 
generate the membrane concentration potential, .Ichaelis was 
of the opinion that as is the case v/ith liquid junction 
potential, a single electromotive occurs throughout the 
thickness of the membrane. Sollnerl4), however, held the view 
that the membrane potential were comprised of three components: 
two phase boundry potentials at the two membrane solution 
Interfaces and a trans-membrane diffusion potential, v.llbrandt 
(158) also held similar views. 
Teorelli2), and later on ^ Aeyer and 31ever»l3) indepen-
dently developed the "fixed charge theory of the membranes'* 
which deals with the idea of "mixed" potentials in a quanti-
tative manner. They regarded the mimber and distribution 
of fixed wall charges in the membrane to be independent of 
the nature and concentration of the outside solution. Thus 
the current that flows across the membrane is transferred by 
the counterlons of the fixed charged wall groups and whatever 
otiier non-exchange electrolytes present in the membrane 
pores. Co-Ions are prevented by electrical repulsion from 
approaching the spots *^ere the fixed charges of the same 
sign are located. Thus a decrease in pore diameter results in 
a decrease In co-Ion concentration in the pore llquld» and 
therefore, from sufficiently narrow pores such Ions are 
virtually excluded and the membrane then functions as Ideally 
selective. 
Xhe W9 Thygyy 
The total membrane potential Is considered to be 
composed of two Donnan potentials t l>on* and TUorf at the 
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two 8olutioni«m«mbrane interfaces ( • ) and ( * ) and 
diffusion potential <f> arising from unecfual considerations 
of two mesdarane faces. The roetRbrane surfaces were assumed 
to be in a state of instantaneously established equllibriuiDt 
although this seemed les$ true as the concentration gradient 
and consequent steady diffusion of electrolyte and solvent 
became appreciable. The uonnan equilibriuiB governed the 
distribution of solute and the osmotic forces determined the 
distribution of ii^ ter between the two phases. The activity 
of the mobile ions in the two phases is given by the Donnan 
relational, 159-161) 
•i - -
HT In r*- • ZF ( ^ -^r) » (? -P) V. 14) 
where ^ - "V *^« the Donnan potential difference and "-i^  «• "TT 
is the difference between swelling pressure in the membrane 
and the hydrostatic pressure in the outside solution. 
1T9 
. v y at "'••'•III iffi * £ ^ I f i I ^ P i 
^ - ^ - - ^ - % In-**- U) 
Therefore the Donnan potential at the two Interfaces I • ) and 
( * ) are given by 
^ Don' •^- ^  « — ^ • -|L- In - ^ (6) 
o Z 
and 
" - * » 
p - " TV v» ^^ _ a^ 
^ Dorf - ^ - ^ ^ * f^ In i ? - ^7) 
Hence, 
*' T i" 
^ Don'+^Don*. -|3L. i^ - i - 4 ^ In ^ -^  | ( nV;.-n v" )-Ha) 
The Jonnan ratio r i s given by 
r • « • _• • « • • • • • "_* • ••"' • • • • • • V 9 ; 
Fox anionic activity the equationld) on the basis of 
above equality no. (9) reduces to equation(ir>). 
^ Don* • ^Don"- |i In | T - • ^  In ^  + ^ (7T'V^T\"V.M' ID) 
The diffusion potential / « "V -Si' within the membrane was 
equated to that of a constrained liquid junction, Teozell for 
I t i e lectrolyte used the expression 
For a cation se lect ive menibrane and a 1:1 e lectro lyte , a^  
and a are given by 
2 2 2 -^'6 
c;q^ation 11?) raay be vvrltten as 
- . . . - l i i ^ . \ i * ^ n ' ^ —113) 
Now •ub«tltutln9 the values of % and »^ to equation(11) 
becomes 
%i^ ere 0 • ( u - v ) A u + v ) 
The total mefflbrane potential (sum of equation (10) and (14)) 
combined with the electrode potential of the reference 
electrode are given by 
« 
a 
^.f. • F i"-;r- (15) 
gave the e.suf. of the membrane cell. Hencs 
Substituting for «, «nd a^ from equation (13) 
(16) 
HI In v:x'\>i^(i^ >s--)M 
7^r^.If(1*^2 3^^ 
1 I f M » ( 7T V - TT V ) 
*" I —n r «. n o . 
2v^a 
S^)^l 
(17) 
Experimentally measurable quantities In equation {17) are X 
and ^ • even X* and X* as measured in separate equilibrium 
experiments may not be related to actual values at the 
interfaces of the membrane. Further ^ and t ^ are 
intermediate vidthout making some assumptions. 
T^wrell, Meyer, and Slevers(2,3,84) assumed a l l single 
ion act iv i ty coeff icients to be unity, the pressure volume 
term to be negl igible , and X to remain constant at all values 
of external e lectrolyte concentrations. The implications of 
th«se assunptiont hav« be«n dlscutfted by H i l l s , Jacobs, 
and Lakshfninarayanaiah(i59), 
Introducing th«s« as&uo^tlons, BiS equation (17) 
unltable for a highly Idealized system becomes 
ti. BX \ n In 'A4a»2 • x2 4 ux F \p in 
ux 
vlia""^ -*- X^ + X 
Three special cases arise. 
(a) When the outside concentration) is large compared to the 
fixed Ion concentration, i.e. a » ^ , the equation! 17) reduces 
to equatlon(18). 
*^  - (t+- tj ^ In •j^ /«2 118) 
lb) wlien a ^ < ^ , equatlonU7) gives r i se to equation 119). 
^max • ^-^T/F) In a^/a2 119) 
(c) H«hen a w 1^ , simplification Is d i f f i c u l t . But If the 
approximation made In the case Is carried through,equation!17) 
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xeduc«t to , •quation UO). 
Th« T^^ th«ary, ho«r«ver» do** not take Into account 
thtt act iv i ty coeff ic ients and the solvent transfer across 
the mecabrane. Inspite of i t s s l a p l i c l t y , the W,S theory 
provides the necessary fratj© v/ork for a more coqplete theory 
giving a deeper Inel^^ht into the molecular de ta i l s of the 
origin of nenibrane pot*ntial and th is theory has been used by 
a nuaber of «Morkers for the evaluation of the fixed charge 
density. 
II. fe y, P, kKJLM fe N T A L 
Ghiwaic«ilii All the ch«nie«lf ut«d wtr« {BUM) neagent gr^ dft* 
r'«lmltlc acid was purlfl«d by r«^eat«d crystallisation from 
distilled ethanol btfor« ut«. Th« alectrolyt* tolutioM 
wer« prepared in deienixed ««ter. Araldite adhesive iCIBA, 
aon^y, India) was used for fixing the B)«^rane. 
ir-'reparation of sodimi so»pp>» Alcoholic solution of palmitic 
acid Mat added to a little less than its equivalent of 
seffiinozfMil acpjeous caustic soda and refluxed for about X2h(X62). 
The clear solution was filter^ through a cotton pod, which 
retained the small globules of uncomblned acid. 
t'reparatjion of heavy sietal foapsi Copper pdlraitate was 
prepared! 163) as fellowst warn and dilute solution of the 
sodiun soap was poured slowly into a warm and well stirred 
solution of copper sulphate to a stage t^ iere copper sulphate 
was about 10^ in excess. The flocculent precipitate of 
copper palaiuteil63) was washed with distilled water untill 
the washings were fre@ free solv^le salts ami dried in an air 
oven at ilS to 120°C for 24 h. Other heavy metal soaps of 
different fatty acids were prepared likewise and dried at 
different temperatures according to their melting points. 
3S 
jH^ r.fpajr.a.tjLon pf *o*P pjelVgtjl* The heavy metal soap was nixed 
with threa tlmea i ta weight of pyxax glass powderl Jl50-200in«»h) 
in a eiortar t i l l a fine powder %tfas obtained 2.0 gnw of this 
povMier iwas transferred to a die and the die was then put into 
a hydraulic press and heated to 40^C by the bui l t in e lectr ica l 
heaters* A pressure of 4000 psi was applied. After o min., 
the pressure was released and the disc (0 .2 en thick) v»as taken 
out from the die . I t was hard and stable against swelling In 
water. The effect ive arte of the disc In contact with the 
solution was 6.4 cnC 
Discs made likewise of pure (without glass powder) heavy 
netal soi^s were coR^letely Smpervious to ions. 
Measuretaent of the aearit>rane potentials* The follovdng c e l l 
was set up and the lAerobrane potential , &, was determines by the 
Michaelia »ethod(a9,164) with the help of »ye-preclsion Vernier 
potenticfflieter (fi!>.756d). 
^ E \ >olutlon(c;j^) ; DIoC ; solution!C2) \ -iCfc 
The same e lectrolyte of concentration ratio ^1/^2 ®" ^^^ ^*^ 
sides of the disc was used. The concentration ratio <^\/^2 *^* 
always kept equal to 10.0, For each e lectrolyte , fresh discs 
were efqi>loyed. The two e lectrolyte solutions were allowed to 
3 9 
Stand until th« pot«ntlal contlnu«d to rite. Th« solution 
on either side oi the disc ««exe then replaced with fresh ones. 
H^laeestent of electrolyte solutions with fresh ones «MIS 
continued until a steady potential was reached. This value 
was taken as the true sectbrane potential. All the potential 
measurements w#re made at 25 ± 0,1**C. The stability of the 
soap discs %9as checked by determining the concentration 
potential which renained steady for six days. Hence no disc 
w»B used for oore ^an five days* 
<• * » 
PRsPAHATlOH OF HEAVY M£TAL SOAP DliSO 
Iiffftct of Qiaaa powder on foap dlic 
Discs prepared out of pure heavy metal soap were 
completely impervious and showed no potential response. 
To make this discs porous, the soap was mixed with glass 
powder in different proportion and the discs were made 
likewise. Potentials across these discs (table-i) were 
measured as detailed before. 
I A 9, L ^  - JL 
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper 
palmitate discs in copper sulphate solutions. 
Concentration 
in molesA. 
across the disc 
Potential in mV 
across discs made from copper palaitate and 
glass powder mixed in the weight ratio. 
ill i<2 1:3 
o.ooi/b.oooi 
0.01 /O.OOl 
0.05 /b.005 
0 .1 / b . o i 
27.60 
25.00 
21. SO 
16.50 
27.20 
24.80 
21.25 
16.50 
27.50 
24.50 
21.00 
16.00 
AS evident from the table, the membrane potential values 
across the discs did not change as the weight proportion of 
glass powder In the disc was increased from I t l onwards. I t was 
however encouraging to note that the response time decreased 
with increasing proportion of the glass powder and discs having 
thrice the weight of glass po«vder had almost instantaneous 
potential response. 
hff«ct of tamoTature of dltc orgparatlQn on 
Copp«r palfflitat« was mixed vdth thxlc« the weight of 
glate po«fdex and soap discs of 2.C gn nixtuxe were pxepaxed 
undex 4000 psi at thxee different temperatures. The membrane 
potential (table-2) were measured as described before. 
J ^ <m ^ ' z 
CofKentxstion potential across glass mixed copper 
palmitate discs in coppex sulphate solutions. 
Concentxation 
in moles/1, 
acxoss the disc 
0.001/D.OOOl 
0.01 /O.OOl 
0.05 /P,00& 
0,1 /n.Ol 
I'otential in mV 
acxoss glass 
pxepaxed at 
40**Q 
27.80 
25.00 
20.50 
15.50 
> mixed coppex palmitate discs 
different temperatures. 
«)<*C 
27.50 
24.25 
20.75 
15.75 
80*^ 0 
27.50 
24.50 
21.00 
16.00 
It is evident from table(2) that variation in the 
temperature of disc had no effect on membrane potential vaTues, 
hence all the discs used in this investigation, were prepared 
at 40®G unless stated otherwise. 
Bft9Ct of oreasure of disc pxeoaxatlon on 
Copper palnitate was mixed with thrice the weight 
of glass powder and soap discs of 2.0 gnu mixture were 
prepared at 40%. under three different pressures. The 
membrane potentials (table*3) were measured as described 
before. 
i2 
J A 9 t,^ - Ji 
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper palmitate 
discs m copi>er debate solutions. 
Conecntration 
in noles/l« 
across the disc 
0.00 i/^.0001 
0,01 /b .oo i 
0.05 /t).005 
0 .1 /b.Ol 
i^otentlal in mV 
across glass mixed copper palmitate discs 
prepared at different pressures. 
4000 psi 
27.90 
24.50 
21.00 
16.00 
6000 psi 
28,00 
25.00 
21,25 
16,00 
8000 psi 
27.50 
25.50 
21.60 
16.50 
The membrane potential values, as the above table shows, 
did not change with change in the pressure at which discs were 
prepared. However, as expected, it was noted that the response 
time increased as the pres8ure,at which discs were prepared, 
was varied from 4000 psi to aOOO psi. Copper palmitate discs 
made with three times its weight of glass powder at 40°C. under 
4000 psi showed almost instantaneous potential response and 
were quite suitable for potential studies. 
-U 
fcffect of tempejaturt of MomvusPMl^ 
Copper palmltate wis prepared at three different 
temperatures. Each sample ¥?as mixed vdth thrice its weight 
of glass powder and soap discs of 2.0 gro of each mixture 
were prepared under 4C00 psl at 40°G, The membrane potential 
with each disc(table*4) \»ere measured as descrlbi^ before. 
J A B L £ > ^  
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper 
palmitate discs in copper sulphate solutions. 
Concentration 
in moles/l, 
across the disc 
I'otential in mV Theoretical 
across glass mixed copper palmitate value 
(precipitated at different t<raipe-
ratures) discs. 
70*^0. 
n.nni /I^^Oi 
n . o i A5.001 
0.05 /0.005 
0 .1 /O.Ol 
23.50 
21,00 
18.50 
15.00 
85°C. 
26.00 
22.50 
19.00 
16.50 
ion^c 
27.70 
24.50 
20.50 
17.50 
23.20 
27.06 
25.02 
23.94 
The meny^rane potential values across the discs increased 
as the temperature at «which the soap was precipitated was 
increased from 70**C onward. Highest potential values which were 
also fairly close to the theoretical value were obtained with 
discs prepared from soap, prepared at lOO'^C. Thus soap used in 
later investigations was always prepared at 100°C. 
•'i^ 
Four tafflples of copper palmitate w«r« pxacipitatcd at 
100**C, using & ,^ 10^, 1 ^ , and 20)1^  of coppM sulphate in excess 
over i t s stoichlonetric requirement always. Excess of copper 
sulphate was used so that unreacted fatty acid globules (nay 
not be l e f t , each san4>le was mixed with thrice i t s weight of 
glass powder and soap discs of 2.0 gu, of each mixture were 
prepared under 4000 psl at 40^G. The raeinbrane potentials 
itable*5) measured as before are recoxtied below. 
I v^ fi L fe » & 
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper 
palmltate discs in copper sulphate solutions. 
Concentration 
in moles/1, 
across the disc 
O.OOl/D.OOOl 
0.01 A>.ooi 
0.05 /r).005 
0 .1 /t>.01 
Potential mV 
across glass mixed copper palmitatelprepared 
in four different ratios of copper sulphate) 
discs . 
^ Extra 10% Extra 
CUSO4 CuiiO^ 
27.80 
24.90 
21.60 
17.00 
27. bO 
24. SO 
21.00 
16.00 
13^ Extra 
GuSO^ 
27.60 
25.00 
21.40 
16.80 
20^ Extra 
CuoO^ 
28.00 
24.60 
21.25 
16.00 
AS roendbrane potential across the discs was independent of the 
amount of excess Cuuo^ used in the precipitation was always 
prepared with f>% excess copper sulphate. 
STUDIES ON MBSRANE POTENTIAL, ACROSS 
qL/\SS MIXED HEAVY UBT/JL IJQ^ DloQS, 
45 
Aft«r having established the condition of preparing th« 
soap discs \^lch showed Instantaneous and Ideal potential; 
potential studies were made with XH electrolytes. 
Concentration potentials across glass inlxed copper 
palmltate disc In different electrolytes. 
Concentration 
moles /1 . 
across the d i s c 
0,00I/O,000X 
0 . 0 1 A^.OOi 
0 .05 /D.OOS 
0 . 1 /O.Oi 
LlCl 
4.00 
12.00 
11.00 
6. SO 
XAJ. 
i^otentlal In laV 
Naci 
7.00 
14. or 
12.50 
9.00 
I ^ ' 1 
KCl 
16.00 
^ 0 « «3^ ^ 
^ , 0 0 
21.00 
KNC 
17. 
25. 
23 . 
21 . 
'3 
50 
00 
50 
50 
CH^CCOK 
Id. 
25, 
24. 
21, 
,25 
,50 
no 
75 
Concentration potential across glass tilxed copper 
palmltate disc In different electrolytes. 
Concentration 
molesA* 
across the disc 
Potential In nV 
^ncK) 4 Cui»0, Nl:*0. C o ^ , 
0 .001 /5 .0001 
0 . 0 1 /b.OOl 
0 .05 / 3 . 0 0 5 
0 . 1 /^ .Ol 
21.50 
17.50 
14.75 
11.25 
28.00 
24.50 
21.00 
16.no 
20 .25 
17.00 
14.25 
11.00 
18.35 
14.50 
11.25 
8.00 
ib 
S»lg^ t|.ve Ionic penngabllltyJAJ. The selective ionic 
permeabiUty l^) is a meatuxe of selectivity of the merr^ rane 
fox counter-Ions over co-ions, has been calculated using the 
relations 
^th 
where £ is the observed potential and fe^^, the theoretical 
potential value calculated using Nernst equation. 
U L J ^  ^  ' § 
;>elective catlonlc pexneabilityl^^ ) across glass roixed 
copper palmitate disc in different e lectrolytes . 
Concentration Selective catlonlc persieabllltyC^^ ) 
in nolesA* ^ .__ ™._^___ ^ , 
across the disc UCl NaGl KCl KNO3 CH^OOK 
0.001/^.nnOi 0.068 C. 12c 0,274 0.299 f^.3l2 
0.01 /b.OOl 0.207 0,242 0.407 0,432 0.441 
0.05 /b.005 0.193 0.221 0.390 0.415 0.432 
0 .1 /D.Ol 0,115 0.160 0.378 0.3^2 ^.387 
X A B, L fr •r- i 
Selective catlonlc permeability across glass mixed 
copper palmitate disc in different e lectrolytes . 
Concentration Selective catlonlc permeability(^4) 
in molesA. 
across the disc ZnSO. CifcO^ NISO- CoSO-
O.r^oi/^.OOCI 0.762 0,992 0.718 ^.651 
0.01 /^.OOl 0.647 0.905 0.628 0.536 
0.05 /^.005 0.590 n.839 0.570 0.450 
0 .1 /t).01 0.470 0.668 n.459 0.334 
Tratigport nuabw. The fraction of the total current carried 
by each ion ie called its transport number. Thus, if u is the 
speed of the cation and v that of the anion, then 
Current carried by the 
Transport number of the cation % "cation 
total current 
Therefore, t^  • ; j ^ 
and Transport nu»ber of the anion t.- vuyrent <?ayrie4 by tbe api^ 
total current 
Hence, t. - y - ~ 
or, 
V 
t. t Z.^ L^ 
o,. ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ _ I2i) 
^ince, t • t^  » 1 
Now substituting the value of t^ in equation(2l) 
becones l^ Z^ ^ l l - t^ ) 
or, z±^ 
u + V Z^ Z 
r - % 2^* * 2J - 2^  
u • V Z. Z (22) 
The equation for the potential thit is set up at the 
Junction of two solutions containing different concentration 
of the same salt is 
45 
The assuRH^tion Is mad© that the equation (23) §ivM, at least 
with reasonable accuracy* the potential i£^) which is set up 
when the t*to solutions are set up by a membrane through vhich 
the move(n«nt of Ions can take place. Therefore, H^ may be 
substituted for li^ in equation (23*. 
2 2 
Now substituting the values of euqation(22) in equation (24) 
becomes 
Th.r.for., t, - I 7 - ; r ~ '" ' f j - * " z V z 123) 
* - RT In A L . * -
4^) 
Transport number of the counter-ionCl-^) across glass 
mixed copper palmitate disc in different electrolytes. 
Concentration 
in moles A* 
across the disc 
Transport nuoAyer of the counter-ion(t^) 
LiCl NsCl KCl KND. CH^ODOK 
n,ooi / :>.oooi 0.534 0.560 0.637 0.650 0.656 
0 . 0 1 /D.COi 0.604 0 ,621 0,704 0 .716 0.720 
0 .05 /b .005 0,597 0 .611 0.695 0 .708 0 .712 
0 . 1 /b .Ol 0 ,558 0.580 0.689 0 .691 0.694 
Transport nvmdaer of counter-ion (1^) across glass 
nixed copper palnitate disc in different electrolytes. 
Concentration 
All Rto I W / X , 
across the d i s c 
0 ,001 /b .ooo i 
0 , 0 1 / b , o o i 
0 ,05 /r>.oo5 
0 , 1 /o,oi 
Transport number of the counter- ionl i^) 
ZniiO^ 
0 ,881 
0,824 
0.795 
0.735 
CuSO^ 
0,996 
0 ,953 
0.920 
0.834 
NiSO^ 4 
0.859 
0,814 
0,785 
0 , 7 X 
CoSO. 
4 
0,825 
0 .768 
0 ,725 
0,667 
D{l 
i^ lckel palnitdte was prepared like copper palraitate and 
the glass mixed nickel palmltate dlec was prepared according 
to the condition of disc preparation set for copper palmltate 
disc* 
X A B L £ » ^ 
Concentration potential across glass aixed nickel 
palmltate discs with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in moles/1, 
across the disc . 
o.r'oi/o.ncoi 
O.Oi/o.noi 
C,05/0.nC5 
0 .1 /O.Ol 
r-i 
^tXiX)^ 
20.25 
16,50 
13.25 
d.OO 
o t e n t i a l in roV 
CU^^ 
19.75 
16.00 
12.50 
7.25 
Him^ 
26.00 
22.50 
19. OC 
14.50 
COaO^ 
16.25 
11.75 
9.25 
4.50 
51 
I, A B U fe - • JiS 
S9l«etlv« eatlonic pexmeabillty across glass mixed 
nicksl palmitats discs with transition metal sulphatss. 
Concentration in 
n o l e s A . 
across the d i sc 
r),noi/o,m<^i 
O.Ol/O.OOi 
0 .05 /t) .005 
C . l /O.Oi 
o 
ZnSO^ 
p . 713 
r .610 
0,530 
0.334 
e l e c t i v e e a t l o n i c permeabil i ty c l t ) 
Cu30^ 
0,700 
0 .591 
0.500 
0 .303 
NlSO^ 
0 .922 
0,cJ31 
0.759 
0 .606 
Co^ sO^ 
4 
0.576 
0.434 
C.370 
o . idb 
Transport number of counter-ion across glass mixed nickel 
palmitate discs with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
raolesA* 
across the di i 
o,ooi/t>,oooi 
0 . 0 1 / b . o o i 
0 .05 /b.O05 
0 . 1 / b . o i 
in 
tc. 
Transport nun^er of 
ZnSO^ 
0.859 
o.ao5 
0,765 
0.667 
CuSO^ 
0.350 
0,796 
0.750 
0.652 
counter-
Ni30^ 
0 .961 
0 .915 
0.880 
0 .803 
- ionlt^) 
CoSO^ 
0.7da 
0.717 
0.6B5 
0.594 
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Cobalt palsiitate was prepared like copper palmltate 
and the glass mixed cobalt palniitate disc was prepared 
according to the condition of disc preparation set for 
copper palmitate. 
Concentration potential across glass mixed cobalt 
palmitate discs vvith transition metal sulphates. 
woncentration 
in molesA* 
across the disc 
o.ooi/b.oooi 
0 . 0 1 /D.OOi 
0 , 0 a /D.OOS 
0 , 1 / b . P l 
^noO^ 
19.75 
16,5C 
12.75 
8 .25 
i^otential in 
4 
18,00 
14.50 
12.00 
7 . 7 5 
ffiV 
Ni^O. 4 
16,60 
12.00 
a. 50 
4 . 2 5 
CoiiO-4 
24.00 
20.00 
16,50 
12.00 
53 
T A 8 It § - l^ 
Sel«ctlv« cationle pezB«abiIity across glass mixed cobalt 
palmltatt disc with transition metal sulphate. 
Concentration 
i n n o l e s A * 
across the d i sc 
'^.001/4:), 0001 
0 . 0 1 /^.OOl 
0 .05 /b.00& 
0 . 1 /O.Ol 
S e l e c t i v e 
^in^O-
0.100 
0.610 
0. 510 
0 .345 
I A ?„ ,t 
c a t i o n i c permeabil i ty 
CuoO^ 
0 .638 
0,536 
0.480 
0 .331 
NioO^ 
0.5a9 
0 .443 
0,340 
0.17«J 
t^O 
COol>^ 4 
0 .351 
0.739 
C,to59 
0 .501 
Transport nu^er of counter-ion across glass mixed 
cobalt palmitate discs with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in n o l e s / l . 
across the d i sc 
0 . 0 0 1 / b . o o o i 
0 , 0 1 / b . o o i 
0 .05 /t) .005 
0 . 1 /0,0l 
Transport number of counter«ion(t^) 
ZrtiO^ 
0.350 
0 .805 
0 .755 
0 .673 
CuoO^ 
0.819 
0 .768 
0.740 
0 ,665 
NiiiO^ 
0 .795 
0 .722 
0.670 
0.589 
Coc»0^ 
0.925 
0, 370 
0.830 
0.750 
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Zinc palaltat* wat prepared like copper paltnitate and 
the glass mixed zinc palnitatt disc was prepared according 
to the condition of disc preparation set for copper palmitate. 
T A B L E » Xa 
Concentration potential acorss glass mixed zinc palmitate 
discs with transition netal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in ax>les/l. 
across the disc 
O.OOl/D.OOOl 
o.ni /D.ooi 
0.0& /D.005 
0 . 1 /D,OJl 
i'otential in nV 
Zn^O^ 
2d. 10 
25.20 
21.50 
17.00 
CuiiO, 4 
2 2 . 0 0 
18.75 
14.25 
11.50 
Ni^O, 4 
20 .75 
17.00 
12.75 
10.25 
CooO^ 4 
19.00 
15.25 
11.50 
9.00 
3d 
Selective catlonic pezneability across glass mixed 
line palmitdte discs with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in moles /1 . -• 
across the d i sc 
O.OOi/D.OOOl 
0 . 0 1 /b.OOl 
0 .05 /D.OOS 
0 . 1 /D.Oi 
H^electl^ 
0 .996 
0 ,931 
0. «J59 
0.710 
re c a t i o n i c 
CuSO^ 
o.7ao 
0 .693 
0.570 
0,4dO 
permeabi l i tyn^) 
NiSO^ 
0 .736 
0 .628 
0.510 
0.43a 
CoSO. 4 
0 . t 7 4 
0,564 
0.460 
0. 376 
J A 3 ^ fe - ?Q, 
Transport miBd>er of counter-ion across glass mixed 
zinc palnitatt discs %4ith transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
i n molesA* 
across the d i s c 
0 . 0 0 1 / b . o o o i 
0 . 0 1 /D.OOl 
0.05 /n.oos 
0 . 1 / b . o i 
Transport number of counter - ion i l^ 
ZnSO^ 
0.998 
0 .968 
0.930 
0.855 
GuSO-
0.890 
0,847 
0 .785 
0.740 
NiSO^ 
0 .368 
0.814 
0 .755 
0.719 
) 
GoSO^ 
0. 337 
0.782 
O.730 
0.688 
0 0 
Potential studleg acrosB glass, mixed, ghyomii^^ 
ChrofBlum palmitate was prepared like copper palmitate and 
the glass wixed chromium palmitate disc was prepared according 
to the corxiltion of disc preparation set for copi^er palmitate. 
Concentration potential acoras glass mixed chromium palmitate 
discs with transition metal sulphates and alkaline earth 
chlorides. 
Concentration 
m moies/i* ~ 
across the disc 
o.ooi /^.nooi 
r^.ni /h .oo i 
0 . 0 5 /P.COS 
0.1 /n,oi 
InoO. 
2 6 , 7 5 
2 3 . 4 5 
2 0 . 2 5 
17 ,30 
Potential in 
CUoO^ 
2 6 . 0 0 
23. on 
2 0 , 5C 
17 .00 
NiSO^ 
2 3 . 0 0 
21. on 
18 .00 
14 .00 
roV 
CoSO. 4 
19 .00 
17 .00 
14 .50 
11 .50 
C a c l j 
16 .00 
13 .50 
11 .00 
10 .50 
S1CI2 
l a . 00 
15. rn 
12 .00 
10.50-
aaclg 
IB. 50 
17. or 
13. 3f" 
12.00 
3 / 
T A & If fe " ^ 
^dlectlv* catlonic p«nne«bility across glass nixed chromium 
palnitate discs with transition sietal sulphatas and alkaline 
earth chlorides. 
Concentration 
in molasA* 
^ el active cationie permeability {\) 
across the disc In^O^ Gu^O^ Him^ QoSO^ CaCl^ >rCl2 BaCl^ 
O.OOi/D.OOOi 0.949 
0 . 0 1 /b.OOi 0.367 
0.0&/O.OOS 0,809 
0 . 1 / 0 . 0 1 0 .723 
0.922 0.816 0.674 0,567 
0.850 0,776 0 .628 0.499 
0.819 0.719 0.579 0.440 
0.710 0 ,585 0.480 0.439 
0,637 0.655 
0.554 0.628 
0.434 0.545 
0.446 0.510 
T A p L E.j^^aa 
Transport number of counter- ion across g la s s mixed chromluai 
paImitate d i s c s with t r a n s i t i o n metal sulphates and a l k a l i n e 
earth chlorides* 
Transport number of c o u n t e r - l o n d . } Concentration 
i n molesA* 
across the d i s c f^f^ O^ Cw»0^ NiSO^ GoSO^ GaGl2 
0.001/t) ,0001 0.975 
0 . 0 1 /b.OOl 0.934 
0 .05 /b .005 0.905 
0 , 1 /O.Ol 0.862 
0 .961 0 ,908 0,837 0 .856 
0.925 0.<id8 0.814 0 .833 
0.910 0.860 0.790 0 .813 
0.855 0 .793 0.740 0 .813 
i»rCl2 ^•^^2 
0.879 0, 885 
0 .851 0.876 
0,828 0.848 
0 .815 0. 837 
> 
c 
0; 
O 
a. 
70 00 -
60 00 -
50-no 
U 00 » 
-log(C2) 
Fig 1 -Concencenfration potentials across g las : 
mixed zinc palnmtate discs using different 
concentration of ZnSO^ as reference 
solution {a)0-001M,(b)0'0lM,and (c)O-lM 
0.1 
Concentration p o f ntlaU across gjnc palaltat* dl»&. 
GoiKentration potential across glas mixsd zinc palmitate 
disc* using different concentrations of zinc sulphate as 
reference solution. 
Concentration 
in molesA* 
across the d i s c 
0,00001 
n.oooi 
o.noos 
O.OOi 
0,005 
c.oi 
0 .05 
0 . 1 
olope per decade 
FIG. 1 
Potent ia l in mV 
with reference so lu t ion of 
0.00 IM 
37.50 
29.00 
14.00 
1.50 
-16 .50 
-26 .00 
-3b. 50 
-39 .50 
28.20 
a 
O.OiM 
61.50 
54.00 
30.50 
26.00 
10.00 
-1 .50 
-8 .00 
-11 .50 
26.40 
b 
concentrat ions . 
0. IM 
«» 
42.50 
33.00 
35.50 
22,00 
14.50 
6.00 
-1 .00 
17.60 
c 
60-00 -
^G-00 
_ 30.00 
> 
i 2r..ou 
I 10-00 
^ 00.00 o 
^ - 1 0 - 0 0 
-20-00 
-30-00 
-^0-00 
VOO 2-00 3-00 ^-00 5-00 
-log(C2) 
Fig 2—Concentration potent ia l across glass 
mixed copper palmitate discs using 
different concentration of CuSOz, as 
reference solution la) 0-00lVl,{b)0'0lM, 
(c)O-lM. 
iias!^£ii%i§Ji3dm.JSSiSMBU»^^^ 
X A B L fc - ?a 
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper 
palmitate dlsc» using different concentrations of 
copper sulphate as reference solution. 
Cof^entration Potential in raV 
in molesA* %4^ reference solution of concentrations 
across the disc o.COlM O.OIM O.IM 
D.nnoOi 37.00 56.f^0 
0.0001 27.90 49.50 35.00 
0.0005 7.50 30,50 3i.50 
O.OOi 1.50 22.00 29.50 
0.005 -16,90 9.50 13.00 
0.01 -20,50 -2.50 12,50 
0.05 -30.00 -7.50 5.00 
0 .1 -32,50 -11,00 -1.00 
^lope per decade 26.40 22.80 14.70 
" ••— ' - 1 . — — > — — I , r II — •" •' • — - • '— -—I—it-rrr-'nr-mrtmrvt\--^Kmm»mmmmmmm iiminmumiir- mir-ii ii.ui • j -r • I I « - M -r n j AI -
FIG -2 a b c 
A 
7iMK 
2-oc. 3;r.o A.on 
- l o g (Cp) >-
5-00 
Fig 3 — Concentrat ion potent ia ls across glas: 
nnixed nickel pal.-^itate discs^ using 
d i f ferent concent ra t ion of NiSO^ as 
reference sciut ion (d) 0 Oi1M,(b) C-01M, 
j n d (c)C-lM. 
6) 
ffoncttntrat^on poten^lalt acrots nlcktl palwlUtt di»c> 
X A B t, ^ > ;;^ ^ 
Cone•ntralion potantlal «croftt glass mixed nickel palmltate 
dlsc.uslng different concentrations of nickel sulphate as 
referefKe solution. 
Concentration 
in nolesA* 
across the disc 
e.ocooi 
0.0001 
0,0005 
0.001 
0,005 
0.01 
0,05 
0 ,1 
Potential 
with reference 
0,^ 
34. 
26. 
10. 
0. 
-13, 
-22, 
-27, 
-29. 
Slope per decade 22, 
FIG. 3 
om 
,50 
,50 
,50 
,50 
,00 
,00 
,50 
,00 
,20 
a 
In mV c^ 
solution,cone 
O.OIM 
46,00 
41.50 
27,50 
23,00 
8,00 
1,00 
-7.50 
-14,00 
20.50 
b 
entratlons 
0,1M 
mt 
34.25 
31.50 
26.00 
Id. 00 
14.50 
5.00 
1,00 
13,00 
c 
1-00 2-OC . 3-00 /.-CO 
- log(C2) ^ 
5-00 
FiQ 4-Concentrdt ion potentials across glass mixed 
cobalt palnnitate discs using different 
concentration of CoSOz, as reference solution 
i^iO-OOlM,(b) 0 - C I M ; (cJO-lM. 
6i 
gpOj^ttHtyatipn pot^ntUlt •cros» cobalt palmjtatt 4X9&. 
Concentration potential acorsa glasa nixed cobalt palmltate 
diac, using dlffarent concentrations of cobalt sulphate as 
reference solution. 
Concentration 
in nolesA* 
across the disc 
0,00001 
0.0001 
o.ooos 
0.001 
0.00& 
0.01 
0.05 
0 .1 
Potential In aaV 
indth reference solution of 
O.OOIM 
32.50 
23.50 
6.00 
1.30 
-12.00 
-20.50 
-26 .50 
-30 .00 
slope per decade 21.90 
FIG^ a 
O.OIM 
52.00 
41,50 
25.00 
19.50 
6.50 
- 0 . 2 5 
-7 .50 
-11 .50 
20.00 
b 
concentrat ions 
O.IM 
-
31,50 
28.00 
23 .75 
17.50 
12.25 
5.00 
1.00 
12.10 
c 
: ' } ^Z 
potayitial studitts with iBvri>tat» di»CA. 
Zinc,copper, nickel, and cobalt myriatate ware prepared 
like copper palmitate and the ditct were prepared according 
to the condition of disc preparation set for copper 
palmitate disc* 
X ^ B L £ . ga 
Concentration potential across glass mixed zinc myristate 
disc ^ ^th transition netal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in molesA* 
across the disc 
0 .001 /0 , 0001 
0 .01 /O.OOl 
0 ,05 /0,00b 
0 . 1 / 0 . 0 1 
j 
lrt>0^ 
23.30 
14.23 
9 .25 
7.50 
I Ae 
Potential in «V 
.,..k,k 
cuso^ 
19.75 
10,25 
6 ,75 
5.50 
r-.22 
NiiO^ 4 
19.25 
10.00 
6.00 
4 . 7 5 
C<^0^ 
18.50 
9 .75 
5.25 
4,00 
Concentration potential across glass mixed copper myristate 
disc with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in molet/1. 
across the disc 
0.001/b.oooi 
0,01 /h ,oo i 
0 .05 / b . 0 0 5 
0 .1 / b . o i 
Zn^^O^ 
20.75 
10.50 
7.00 
5,75 
Potential 
CUuO^ 
23.00 
14.00 
3.50 
7.50 
i n roV 
NiiaO^ 
19.^0 
10.00 
5.75 
4 .75 
CooO. 
1<3.50 
10.00 
6.00 
4 .25 
63 
Concentration potantial across glass mixed nickel 
myristate disc with transition metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in molesA* ... 
across the disc ZnSO^ 
0.001/b.OOOl 19.50 
0.01 A*. 001 10.75 
0.05 /b.005 5.50 
0 .1 A).01 4.00 
Potential in mV 
CuSO^ 
18.25 
9.80 
4.25 
3.00 
Nii>0 4 
22.25 
12.00 
6.50 
5.25 
CoiJO^ 
15.50 
6.75 
3.25 
2.15 
Concentration potential across glass mixed cobalt palmitate 
disc «tflth transit ion metal sulphates. 
Concentration 
in molesA* 
across the disc ^rV^O. 
Potential in raV 
CM^Q. Nii»Ch Co^O. 
0, no 1/0,0001 
0.01 /D.OOl 
0.05 /D.005 
0 .1 /b.Ol 
18.50 
10.00 
4.50 
3.00 
15.75 
8.25 
4.00 
2.75 
13.00 
6.50 
3.75 
2.50 
21.00 
13.50 
6.d0 
5.75 
6 
Effect of the leno^ of th> hydrocarbon chain of fatty add 
pn the concentration potential of soap dlscg* 
Zinc soaps of different fatty acids and their discs were 
prepared as described before and concentration potential in 
Zfv>0^  were measured as detailed before* 
Concentration potential across glass mixed xinc soap 
discs of different fatty acids in zinc sulphate solutions. 
Concentration 
in nolesA* 
across the disc 
C.noi/b.nnf^l 
0.01 /n .oo i 
0.03 /b.005 
0 .1 / 0.01 
Potential 
i Zinc line 
palinitate nyris tat t 
28.10 
25,20 
21.50 
17.00 
23.50 
14.25 
9.25 
7.50 
in 8iV 
Zinc < i^nc 
laurate caprate 
19.50 
9.00 
4.75 
3.25 
10,50 
5.25 
2.60 
i .35 
^inc 
caprylate 
4.25 
2.00 
1.75 
0.40 
6 5 
Calculated value of total matnbrant pofntlal bv TMS theory 
at different mobility ratig,. 
According to the B.S theory, the membrane potential t^ 
(under highly idealised conditions) can be expressed as: 
*^ « 
RT - JA^ * X "^  UX 
a ILL U In —T—** 
c.v^^r^ 
• X' 4 UX 
W2 -4C* + X 4 X 
In r» -JM.*- • JB: ;; 
^i JAC^ -i X * X 
where U • (u-v)/lu'*'v) 
u and V are the nobilities of the cation and anion reapoctively 
in the rnombrane phase» C. and Cg are the concentrations of 
electrolyte on either side of the membrcine and X is the fixed 
charge density in the nsembrane. For the case of a 1:1 electro-
lyte, assuming the nembrane charge density X to be unity and 
ascribing different value of u/v, the wusibiane potential, £ , 
was calculated with the help of above equation. 
Calculated values of total meiobrane potential, t .^ across 
caLc* p 
the discs in solutions of potassiun chloride of various concen-
trations at different mobility ratios (u/v). 
CorK antratlon 
i n aiolesA* 
across the d i s c 
0 . 1 / 0 . 0 1 
0 . 5 / b . 0 3 
!• 0 / b . 1 
5 . 0 / 0 . 5 
LO. 0 / 1 . 0 
4^ 0 ter 
a t d l f f erer 
1.0 
58.84 
54.34 
57.00 
20 .06 
11.06 
i t l a l s in (tiV 
It 0 i ) b i l l t y 
1.5 
53.90 
55.84 
50.56 
29.56 
?1.92 
r a t i o I 
2 .0 
53.96 
56.62 
52 .48 
35.30 
23 .76 
5/v) 
2 . 5 
59.40 
57.10 
53.70 
29.1 
23.48 
6 6 
Calculated value* of total membrane potential, t^^i^, across 
the discs In solutions of divalent electrolytes of various 
concentrations at different mobility ratios (u/v). 
uoncentrati 
in no le s / l . 
across the 
0 .1 /b .o i 
0.&/b.05 
1 .0 /n . i 
5 .0 /0 ,5 
10,0/1,0 
.ons 
disc 
i^otential in mV 
at different mobility 
1.0 
29,42 
27.17 
23.50 
10.03 
5.53 
1.5 
29.45 
27.92 
25. 2^ 
14.78 
10.96 
ratios(u/v] 
2.0 
29. 4d 
2d. 31 
26,24 
17.65 
14.38 
1 
2.5 
29.70 
2a. 55 
26.85 
19.59 
16.74 
Charge density • The mmd>rane is regarded as having a constant 
charge per unit volume or fixed ion concentration. This value 
is known as the charge density of the membrane. 
For the calculation of the charge density, theoretical 
concentration potentials for a cation exchange membrane. It 1 
electrolyte, and a concentration ratio kept constant (C./C2)»10, 
were calculated as a function of log Ix/ij^ ^^^ different 
nobility ratios tu/v) and plotted as shown in (Fig.5,6). The 
experimental potential values were plotted in the s^me graph 
as a function of -log C2. The experimental curve was shifted 
horizontally untill it coincided with one of the theoretical 
curves. The shift gave log X. 
3C JO h 
25-OC 
20-00 
, 15.00 fe;./ / 
TJ 
/5 -00 
// 6 
9 
---O 
7inc palmitate 
Copper palmitdte 
Nickel palrnitatfc 
Cobalt pa lm i t a te 
00-00 
0-00 1-00 2" 00 
-log(C2) 
3-OC z . : 
Ftg-f — EyaiUdtion of membrdoe fixed charge density by Meyer —Sievers 
method The smooth curves on the lefr cire the theoretical r rpcen-
tration potential for a cation exchanger membrane M elert r r iy te-
and constant scluhon concentr:»tior ra t io C]/C2=lO,<ns ;» ^unction 
of tog{1/C2)The curves arc for di f ferent m o b i l i t y ra t ios u /vTh t 
exper imentc i l va lues for soap discs are {. lotted in the <^^mp 
graph vs — log C2 -Shift of the exper i men ta l cj j rve c^|f^c^dinr] 
w i t h one of the theore t i ca l r u r v e s ga./e IngX 
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The chargt density of the soap discs. 
67 
Soap disc jtilsctrolyts ussd 
^ine palmltats 
Copper palnitste 
Nickel peImitate 
Cobalt palisitate 
Zinc myrittate 
Copper nyristate 
Nickel rayristate 
Cobalt nyristate 
Z.inc sulphate 
Copper sulphate 
Nickel sulphate 
Cobalt sulphate 
Zinc sulphate 
Copper sulphate 
Nickel sulphate 
Cobalt sulphate 
Charge density 
in oioles/l . 
0.0182 
0,0178 
0.0126 
0.0079 
0.0005623 
0.0004732 
0,0003&4d 
0.0002661 
FIG - 5,6, 
6^ 
Th« result t described In the preceedlng pages c learly 
demonstrate the effect of time, concentration of the e lectro-
lyte and of various anions and cations, membrane pore s i ze , 
the fixed charged group attached to the pore walls , part ic le 
s i ze , adsurbabllity etc. These factors have bean discussed 
in detai l by oollneriA), iachael i s (a9) , Teorell(2) and f-eyer 
and S ieversOl . *\ccording to V^ theory, co-ions are 
prevented from antering the membrane pores on the basis of 
Donnan exclusion* Tha co-ion exclusion i s almost complete 
in case of mesibrane with high fixed charge density and di lute 
external e lectrolyte solution* Counter-ions are fre«£ to move 
in the membrane pore* Thus the aeiEd^ rane behaves l ike an ion-
exchanger. 
t^n ion exchanger may show preference to one counter-ion 
over the other, leading to the se lect ive ion exchange and the 
difference in the tnt^ mbrane potential (v^en nade into a 
fnembrane) with various e lectrolytes having same co-ions but 
different counter-ions* Theoretical basis for this counter-ion 
se lect ive ly of an ion exchanger has ba«n worked out by 
Gregor(165), Hisenman(X66), :>herry(l67), and^et al . (X68). 
ivhereas the f i r s t three of these have worked largely with 
cation exchangers, Chu et al* have discussed the s e l e c t l v i t i e t 
( ) • « 
of anion exchangtrs. According to Gregors theory! 165), of 
the t*wo count«r*lons, on« having a wnall«r hydratad ionic 
radlua (and, therafort, the amallex hydratad ionic volume) 
is to be preferred by an ion-exchanger, Valuea of hydrated 
ionic radii, enthalpy of hydration for varloua cations used 
in these investigations are glvtn in table-36. 
ION 
U * 
NS* 
K* 
Ba** 
Sr** 
Ca** 
zn** 
C«** 
Nl** 
Co*^ 
^•5 The 
been 
I A P It fe.. - 36 
(a) fcnthalpy*''of hydration 
of catlon(Kcal/mole) 
•129.67 
•103.5& 
- 83.37 
•325.47 
-359.22 
•394.50 
-502 .42 
-515.82 
•517.20 
-504.90 
enthalpy of hydration 
1 taken 
for various 
from Noye*s data (169) 
hydrated catlonlc 
radii VA® 
4.70 
3.60 
2.50 
4.90 
5.10 
6.25 
6.80 
6.50 
6.80 
6.80 
cations has 
During m«B^ran« potential measurements it was noticed 
that membrane potential, in general, rises \AXh time and 
after attaining a particular value It fell of slowly. On 
ri^eatedly replacing the solutions on the two sides of the 
meoidsrane, the membrane potential cono&enced to rise further 
from this particular (saturation) value. This indicates that 
the adsorption of anions on the membrane pore walls takes place 
making the membrane progressively more and more dectrostatically 
charged. The time to attain the saturation value, in general, 
falls with increasing electrolyte concentrations.The potential 
also increases as the valency of anion Increases. This is in 
accordance with the theory put up by Michaelis(d9) and 
supported by wlllisdTO) that adsorption plays an important 
role in the generation of potential across a membrane. 
In the solution-membrane*solution systwn, there exist 
permanent Donnan equilibria betvveen the external solutions 
and the men^rane surfaces, and the total membrane potential is 
the sum of (H) two Donnan potentials and (B) a diffusion 
potential within the membrane. To understand more clearly the 
diffusion process and the character of soap discs In this 
respect, the membrane concentration potential studit^ s were done. 
It was found that metallic soap discs about 0.2 cm. thick were 
con^letely iii¥>revious. To make the disc porous, the soap was 
u 
mixed in different ratio with pyrex glass powder and the 
difce were prepared as before. The glass mixed soap discs 
showed a potantial response (table*1) and though the 
magnitude of the mei.brane concentration potential was inde-
pendent of the glass 909s> ratio, the response time decreased 
with increase in the proportion of glass and became instan* 
taneous «^en pyrex glass powder lISO-200 mesh) was three 
times the weight of soap. The magnitude of the m^obrane 
concentration potential depends upon the nature and absolute 
concentration of the two adjacent electrolyte solutions. The 
dilute side of our system was positive,thereby showing that 
the cation was the faster moving ion and that the discs were 
of electronegative in nature. The discs were also prepared at 
different tenq>eratuxes and pressures (table»2,3}. But 
potential measurements showed that these parameters had no 
effect on the magnitude of the mei^rane concentration potential. 
If glass powder was not mixed thoroughly with the soap, the 
discs had asymmetric potentials. But discs made out of 
thoroughly mixed material showed no asymmetric potential,The 
concentration potentials of different metal palmitates in 
alkali and alkaline earth chlorides solutions were much below 
the theoretical values and had the secpiences BeCU >-arClj > CaClji 
KC1> NaCl>LlCl. The charge density (determined by T^ia method) 
7 •> • ^ 
of these discs when In contact with alkal i halldes was very 
low as compared to those of parchment supported membranes 
(171,172) where alkali halldes are known to give concentration 
potentials c lose to the theoretical values. The very low 
concentration potential values of glass mixed soap discs in 
a lkal i halides are du^ to poor e lectrostat ic attraction 
between the alkali metal cations and fixed charge s i t e s on 
the discs . For divalent cations, this attraction i s , however, 
appreciably greater due to greater charge on cation and i s 
reflected into better concentration potential values, vhi le 
Gregor(165) efrqp>ha8ized the inportance of hydrated Ionic s i ze , 
•iherry and HiserarianC 166,167) regarded the energetics of 
hydration Atvi l on- s i t e interaction as of key inportance. 
According to Eisemnan for ion-exchangers with weak f ie ld 
strength, the se l ec t iv i ty sequence i s governed by hydration 
energies of counter-ions. In such cases the normal se l ec t iv i ty 
vtould be K ) Na > Li. oherry working on the l ines of £.isenman, 
predicted the sequence Ba s>r Ca ! g for weak f ie ld strt^ngth. 
'According to c^isemaan-Sherry theory, the membrane potential 
secpjences obtained in our cases, v i z . , iiaCl2>-rClj >CaG^; 
KCl> NaCl>LiCl point towards the weak f ie ld strength of the 
soap discs . For membranes with weak f i e ld strengths se lec t iv i ty 
sequeiKes predicted by Gregor are the same as those predicted 
by ciseranan and Sherry. Thus the potential sequences obtained 
in our case show dependence upon hydrated Ionic size on one 
hand and on the hydration energies of ^ e counter-ions on 
the other. On the basis of activity coefficients* Boyd et al. 
(173) suggested that adsorbability sequences for alkaline 
^Axth cations v^ich do not exhibit Ion association should be 
in th<» reverse order of th«ir activity* Kressman and Kitchner 
ii74) verified this view for phenol sulphonate cation exchange 
resins and reported the adsoxption sequence Ba> or>Ca. Larger 
hydrated ionic radii results in a \w«aker electrostatic inter-
action between the cations and the fixed charge on the roesibrane* 
Thus Ca which has the largest hydrated radius of the three 
alkaline earth cations should also have the smallest adsorb-
ability and therefore th«i men^rane potential is minimum in this 
case* On the same principle they have also predicted the 
affinity sequence for transition metal cations as 2n > Cu > 
Ni > Co which is the same as reported here. It seems 
interesting to point out that the behaviour of zinc and copper 
palmitatediscs in dilute range is Nernstian and can be used 
for concentration measurement. 
A plot oi potential measurements (25**C) for various 
concentrations of zinc sulphates or copper sulphate or nickel 
sulphate or cobalt sulphate with zinc palmitate or copper 
palmitate or nickel palmitate or cobalt palmitate is shown in 
i ^ 
(Fig. 1*4). Th« reference tolutiont were O.OOiM, O.CAM, 0. IM 
of line sulphate or copper sulphate or nickel sulphate or 
cobalt sulphate. The response is linear and conforms closely 
to the Nernst equation for a range of about 2 to 3 powers of 
10, Deviations from linearity occur in the vicinity of O.OSM 
and above or below XO M. 
The concentration potentials of zinc, copper, nickel, 
»nd cobalt myristate with different electrolytes were measured 
and it was observed that the potential is maxiimjm in electro^ 
lytes having the same cations* The affinity sequence for 
transition metal cations as Zn^*>Cu^*> Ni^*>Co^* which is 
the sasne as reported here in case of palmitates but magnitude 
of the potential is less in the case of myristatv^  soap. Increase 
in the mimber of carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain Increases 
the hydrophobicity of the soap, and MacDonald and Toth(72) 
have remarked that a more insoluble material is a better ion-
exchanger. Further with increasea chain length, the possibility 
of crosslinking is increased, and again the selectivity of an 
ion»exchangex is kno«m to increase with increase in cross-
linking!175). Thus increase in membrane potential with increase 
in the number of carbon atoms seems to be due mainly to an 
increase in the charge density Uable-35) of the membrane and 
an increase in the crosslinking of membrane material. Thus, 
id 
glass mixed zinc soi^s are negatively charged and almost 
Ideally perotselective due to extremely high order of insolu-
bility and inter*, as well as intra-, molecular corss-
llnking in soap molecules. 

/o 
Th« development of ion-selective electrodes and their 
wide use in the determination of concentration of various 
ionic species in presence of other ions in aqueous 8yst«& 
has attracted considerable attention. In view of the appli-
cability of glass nixed soap discs in the determination of 
electrolyte concentration is aqueous systen it was thought 
it would be interesting to examine their applicability in 
some non-aqueous solvents* It would be further interesting 
from the theoretical point of view to see how the correlations 
valid in aqueous media would change in non-a(|ueous solutions. 
The fact that the lowest detection limit of an inorganic 
precipitate-based ion-selective electrode in aqueous media is 
determined by the insolubility, the precipitate coursing the 
electrode, may offer new avenues, if non-aqueous media are 
used. The solubility of inorganic precipitates is usually 
less in non-aqueous solvents. Consequently, it can be expected 
that in non-aqueous media the lowest detection limits of ion-
selective electrodes containing such inorganic precipitates 
also decrease in c<»i¥>arison with that obtained in aqueous 
solutions. 
The precipitate-based ion-selective membrane electrodes 
can be devided into two groupsi homogeneous and heterogeneous 
/ / 
lon-e«l«ctiv« elttctrodet(X40)« The application of hatero-
genttous silicone rubbex fnembrant electrodes in non-aqeout 
media ia aerioualy Jeopexdixed by the silicone rubbex and 
influences the application limits of the electrodes. 
Kaxaryan and r^ ungor (176) studied the effect of some 
non-aqueous solvents! alcohols, acetone, dlmethylfoxraamlde, 
acetonitrile, a mixture of benzene and methanol-on the 
behaviour of silicone xubbex mentbxane electrodes and further* 
more, to choose the solvents in «^lch the silicone rubber 
ne8ibr<*ne electrodes can not be used because of their swelling 
or other acconapanylng phenomena. 
Zielen(i77) reported that vAth proper cancellation of 
asymmetry potentials using O.iM HCl as a reference point, the 
hydrogen ion response of Beckman GP glass electrodes at 25^ 
was found Ideal in a variety of solutions ranging in extremes 
from a pH 4.7 acetate buffer to 6M HgSO^. Definite glass 
electrode erroxa were observed only in KCl solutions greater 
than about 0,5M. This provides the basis for a simple and 
accurate general proceedure for the detexmination of cell 
potentials free from liquid Junction effects, .^tivlty 
coefficients of HCl at 25° in the range O.OOX to 4M were 
determined with a precision equal to that obtained in thft best 
conventional cell potential work. .^ r-'^ v^ITA^ T^r--^  
Ace No 
V:^A«;?;^,:r,rr,-:^^:y^^' ^ > 
/ ^ 
Glass Bilx«d copp«r palmltat* dltca prepared at 
before In conjunction with saturated calomel electrode 
were used to measure the potential response of the discs 
in ffixtur«» of water arvd acetone, ¥fater and me^anol, and 
water and dlDethylfonnMiide (Di^F). These represent the 
aprotic iketones), as^hiprotic (alcohols) , and protophilic 
IDMF) solvent types* The apparent slopes of emf vs. [•»logiG2H 
plots obtained in measurements usit^ aqueous reference e lec -
trodes in aqueous-non-aqueous nediun and should be con^ared 
with an apparent slope in aqueous nediiffli «d.th the same 
disc electrode under identical condition. The change in 
e.n.f, i s attributed to changes In the liquid-junction 
potential at the reference electrodes. 
/ ; ^ 
Th« soap discs and the potential war* oada ai detailad 
in the pravioua chapter. All the chemicals used «»ere (BDH) 
reagent vjrade. 
lAeasureffient of the meabrane potential. The following cel l 
was set up and the m o^brane potential, H, was determined 
by Mlchaelis method (89,i64)with the help of Pye-preclsion 
Vernier potentioieeter (No.7563). 
SCc SolutiontC^) I DISC iSolutioMc^^ 
(aqueous) j {(aqueous * hton-aqueous 
:^£ 
The sane electrolyte was used on both sides of the disc. 
On ami side the aqueous reference solution was taken and on 
the other the mixture of aqueous and non-aqueous solutions 
were taken. The saturated calomel electrode was used on 
both side for the measurement of the membrane concentration 
potential. The solutions on either side of the disc were 
then replaced with fresh ones. Heplacement of electrolyte 
solutions with fresh ones was continued until a steady 
potential was reached. This value was taken as the true 
membrane p'tential. 
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Th« copp«3r palRiit«t« disc in coojunctlon with saturated 
calomel electrode was used to measure the potential response 
of the disc in 10* -^UD**M, copper sulphate solution in mixtures 
of Mater and acetone, water and methanol, and water arx) N,N» 
dimethyl-formamide tDt^F), The slopes of the plots of «.ro,f, 
versus logrithim of concentration of e lectrolytes in water -t-non-
aqueous solvent (measured with aqueous reference electrodes 
having liquid junction) ref>orted in table!37«5l} and show a 
gradual decrease with increase in the proportion of organic 
liquid and i s much less the value 26,40 <^tained in water 
(table-'25). With increasing proportion of organic constituent 
in the solvent mixture, a pronounced change in the c e l l e*m.f. 
WW noted. This effect seems to be due to changes in the liquid* 
Junction potential at the reference electrode rather than to a 
change in the disc potential . This view i s supported by the 
work of i i e l e n (177), Uitert(173), and Bates(l79) on e, m, f• 
measurements in solutions of strong acids, sa l t s and buffers 
in aqueous and part ial ly aqueous media. For experimental 
confirmation of this hypothesis, the following c e l l s were 
constructed* 
s.C, E, in aqueous Cu^ O^ |l Copper palmitate disc 
Cu60^, XS6 acetone! (100-x)% HgO | KCX ( s a t d . ) , 
lOO:^  acetone, HgjCljl Hg ( c e l U I ) 
89 
XJL. 
Potential m«asurtaittntt across glass mixed copper palnitata disc 
with non*aqueous referancs elactrodas. 
Aeetona volxm^ Coppaz paliaitata 
Vs 
SC£ (siV) 
10 Voluaa^ 
0,001/0,IM CuSO. 
0 . 0 0 1 / 0 . 0 5 ^ 
0 , 0 0 1 / 0 , 0 1 
0 .001 /0 ,005 
30 V o l u a ^ 
O.OOl/O.IM CudO. 
0 . 0 0 1 / 0 , 0 5 
0 . 0 0 1 / 0 , 0 1 
0 ,001 /0 ,005 
50 Voluna^^ 
0 , 0 0 1 / 0 . IM Co^O^ 
0 . 0 0 1 / 0 . 0 5 * 
o.ooi/o.oi 
0 .001/^ ,005 
70 VoluiBi^ 
0.001/D.lM CuSO. 
0 .001/C,05 
o.ooi/:).oi 
0.CCl/b.005 
90 Vo lun^ 
0,001/0.IM CuSO^ 
0,001>b.05 
0.001/D.Ol 
0.00l/D.nO5 
j- SCij V«. AaCc, 
-31 .50 
-30 .25 
•20 .00 
-16 .00 
-27 .50 
-24 .50 
-19 .00 
-13 .50 
-26 . 50 
-24 .00 
-19 .00 
-12 .75 
-27 .00 
-25 .50 
• 19.50 
-13 .00 
-32 .00 
-30 .50 
-17 .50 
-12 .00 
c a l l ( I I i ) . 
Coppar palmitata 
Vs 
A^CEimV) 
-36 .75 
- 3 5 . 7 5 
-25 .25 
-20 .50 
-33 .25 
-30 .50 
-25 .25 
-19 .50 
-33 .50 
-31 .00 
-25 .00 
-18 .50 
-33 .75 
-32 .00 
-25 .75 
-21 .00 
-40 .50 
-39 .50 
-25 .75 
- 1 8 . 7 5 
Colunn 
1-21 inV) 
5 .00t 
5 .25 
5.50 
5 .25 
4 .50 
5 .50l 
5 .75 
6.00 
6 .25 
6.00 
6 .25t 
7.00 
7.00 
6.00 
5.75 
7 .00t 
6 .75 
6.50 
6 .25 
8.00 
7 .50t 
8.50 
9 .00 
3 .25 
6 .75 
A 
(mV) 
- 0 . 2 5 
-0 .50 
- 0 . 2 5 
•0 ,50 
- 0 , 2 5 
-0 ,50 
- 0 . 7 5 
- 0 . 2 5 
- 0 . 7 5 
- 0 , 7 5 
• 0 . 2 5 
•0 ,50 
• 0 . 2 5 
+0.50 
•<^.75 
-1 ,00 
-1 ,00 
-1 ,50 
- 0 , 7 5 
• 0 , 7 5 
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S«C*£« in aqueous CuSO. ! Copptx p«lmitat« disc Cu^^« 
X^ action*. (lOO-x)^ HjO js.C.E. lC«ll-Il) 
Hgi H92Cl2,in05S aceton*, MCI (Satd.) f CuSO ,^ HgjClj, 
X% acetona,tino»x)^ HjO S.C.£« ICel l - l II ) 
^^ ^call^"^ - *^caut^5 . £ ^ . a ^"^^' *^» «^*"«» ^" 
e,n.f, noted upon replacement of water by organic conatltuenta 
In the solvent nixture can not have arisen due to any factor 
other than the liquid-Junction potential developed at reference 
electrodes. The experimental results using the appropriate 
non*aqu«ous reference electrodes are summarised in tabled52) 
for acetone and water mixture, ^cell^ "^^ *"** ^cell^^^^ ** ' • 
measured in different ratios of acetone and water mixtures. 
The difference of thess two potentials ^^^xi^ '^ ^ '^* ^cell^^^ *^* 
coB^red i4.th ^^ j^ix^ ^^ ''^ ) obtained by d ir i« t experimental 
measurements and observed that the values of ^ d i ^ ^ I ) * ^cell^^'' 
i s nearly equal to the E^Qj^^^dll). Thus, i t confirms our 
prediction that the change in e.m.f. noted upon replacement of 
water with organic constituents in the solvent mixture i s due 
to change in the li(^id*junction potential at the reference 
electrodes, and the se l ec t iv i ty of the copper palmitate disc 
remains unaltered. 
These findings strongly suggest that copper palmitate disc 
may be useful for the determination of concentration of e lectro-
lytes in various solvent mixtures of different types. 
poTctmoMfcTHic TITHATIONS WITH GL/VSS 
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I . N^TROmCTION 
Several types of mefflbranee have been used to indicate 
the end points In potentionetxic t i t ra t ions . Slnha(iao) 
t i trated acids with alkal ies making use of a heterogeneous 
penaselective cation exchanginf membrane. Feimselectlve 
anion-exchange nen^rane was also used in potent!ometric 
t i trat ions of chloride or sulphate with solutions of s i lver(I) 
or bariuB(II) respectively. Parsonsiiao) used heterogeneous 
pemse l tc t ive ion-exchanging electrodes for the t i t ra t ion of 
bariumdl) with sulphate solutions. Fischer and Babcock(52) 
performed the sane t i trat ions with the aid of heterogeneous 
membrane consisting of f inely powdered Ba^ O^ dispersed in 
paraffin wax. 
Potentiometric t i trat ions en^loying membrane electrodes 
generally yield very satisfactory results for acldimetric and 
oxidation reduction t i trat ions . Especially results of the 
precipitation t i trat ions are often in error. Ijseel ingQBl) 
has discussed simple experimental curves obtained in precipi-
tation t i trat ions and has developed a general method to 
calculate potentiometrie t i t rat ion curves from experimental 
for precipitation t i trat ions . Several inqportant parameters, 
such as the diffusion coeff ic ients of the ions present in the 
two solutions and the capacity of the mei^rane have been 
specified and introduced into the calculations. 
Tht glas» nix«d metallic to«p n«iid)ran« discs were 
prepared «• described in the previous chapter. The mea^rane 
disc sealed at one end of a glass tube was soaked in a 
dilute solution. The glass tube was then partly filled 
with reference solution and isnersed in a solution to be 
titrated. The titrant was added in small portions from the 
burette and the difference of potentials between two 
saturated calomel ekietrodea inmersed in solutions separated 
by the membrane was measured after every addition of the 
titrant. A graph of the volume of the titrant against the 
observed e.m.f. was obtained. The point of inflection of 
the curve corresponds to the end point. The ionic strength 
of the reference solution and of the solution to be titrated 
should be the same in order to avoid an unduly large membrane 
potential at the beginning of the titration. 
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I 8-00 
> 6.00 
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2-00 
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- 60.CO 
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•2-00 -20-00 
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III. ii^EHJ^ 
T A g t- fe - ^3 
Titration of 50.CC ml of O.OOIM O.OOSM, O.OIM HCl Vs O.OIM, 
0,05M, O.IM NaOH respectively using glass mixed copper palmitate 
disc. 
Volume of NaOH 
added In ml. 
0.00 
1.00 
2 .00 
3.00 
4 .00 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 
FIG . 2 2 
O.OOIM HCl 
62.00 
57.00 
52.00 
47 .25 
40.50 
36.50 
33.50 
30.75 
27 .75 
24 .75 
22.75 
a 
i 'otent ia l i n a^ 
O.OOdM HGl 
39.00 
38.00 
36.50 
34.50 
31.25 
26.50 
21.50 
18.50 
16.50 
16.50 
17.25 
b 
O.OIM HCl 
2X.50 
21,00 
20.60 
20.20 
19.20 
17.20 
13.90 
11.90 
10.75 
11.50 
12.00 
c 
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> > 
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E 
8-00 
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^.00 
8000 -
- 60-00 -
/ • n o i- •20-00' 
c 
(Li 
o 0 -00 
-2-00 
- A0-004—^—^ 
a 
.-20-00 L 
0-00 2-00 ^-00 6-00 a-OC 
Volume of NaOH a d d f O ir rr-
IC-
^^r-;C . Vs •;''.' '•' .^  ; - N ' ' l^^ \ A u ^ ' r p s pec t ' ve .v 
g lass rr- ixe;, ' r o p p e r p d l m i t a t e diSC" 
Curve A , The d t n y G t w e [ lo t cf c^jrve b 
Curve B , T h e d e n v a t e ptot of curve c 
1 '<'' 
. 5 '^ :c; 
9 4 
T A9 L fi - M 
Titration of 50.00 ml of O.OOIM, O.OOSM, O.OIM HNO3 Vs O.OIM, 
O.OSM, 0.IM NaOH respectively using glass nixed copper palmitate 
disc . 
Volume of 
added in 1 
0,00 
1.00 
2 .00 
3.00 
4 .00 
&.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 
FIG -
NaOH 
nl< 
23 
i*otentlal in uV 
O.OOIM HfOg 
67.00 
59.50 
55.00 
48.00 
43.00 
35.75 
35.00 
33.75 
32.50 
31.75 
31.25 
a 
O.OOaw HMDg 
40.25 
41.00 
42.00 
42.50 
41.00 
37.25 
32.25 
28.00 
24.50 
21 .75 
20.00 
b 
O.OIM HNOg 
10.25 
10.75 
11.50 
12.25 
12.25 
d.50 
2 .75 
0 .25 
0.00 
1.00 
2 .25 
c 
- > 
51 
8.00 
6.00 - 60-00 ^ 
t /.-OO- -iO 0 0 ; "^ 
r 2 .00- 20-00 ^ 
00 - J 0: 
-.- a 
' • • • ^ . 
- ^ 
2-00 ^-20-00 ^ 
0 0 0 2-00 /.OO 6 00 8 0 0 1000 
Volume of NaOH added in rr^ -^ 
FM:; 2U Titration of ^U'Onri of i i ;. ~''^ 'I 
H2S0^ vs. vi-mM,C>05M,riM N,-iO-^  fp^^.p' 
mixed c iDper paimitate d f - ' -
s ; v'' i ( 
v e ' y i i s 
C'. .• r V e b r . p • : ( r j 
d.-S' 
Ti t r a t ion of 50.00 ol of O.OOlf^ , 0 ,00»\ , f^.OHA HjSO^ Vo 0.0l^^, 
r.nSTA, O.l '^i N*DH respect ively using glass mixed copper palroitate 
d i sc . 
Volume of NaOH „^l'aJfelUlil§lJUlJ^^! .™-
added in ml. CCPli^i ^^^^4 C.OOS^ i. Hj^ O 0,0IM h^O^ 
0.00 
1,00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
3,00 
9.O0 
in. 00 
FIG - 24 
49.00 
44.50 
39,tj0 
34.00 
29.25 
25.50 
22, nn 
ld.50 
15.75 
13.50 
11.50 
a 
43.50 
4X,00 
37,25 
32.00 
26.25 
Id, 75 
11.25 
5.75 
2.rO 
n.oo 
-1.50 
b 
35.00 
32.50 
29.50 
25.00 
19.50 
13,00 
7. on 
4.25 
1.50 
-1.25 
-2.25 
c 
25-00 
> 20'00 
e 
c 
% 35.00 
c 
(U 
£10.00 
5-00 -
000 
0-00 2-00 A-00 '600 8-00 10-00 
Volume of KCl added in ml—*-
Fig.25-Titration of 500 ml of (a) 0-OOlM (b) 0-005M 
(clO-OlM AgN03 vs-0-OlM, 0-05M,01M KCl 
respectively using glass mixed copper 
palmJtate discs. 
9() 
X A 8 L E * ^ 
Titration of 50.00 ml of O.OOjM, 0.005M, O.OIM AgNOg Vs O.OIM, 
< 'ml'JI'if V;« JUn PlJUX , 
paImitate disc* 
Volume of KCl 
added in mt. 
0.00 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4 ,00 
&.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 
FIG -25 
K9mpvm\xwv l y ua ixng gjL««» r-; 
Potent ia l in ( 
0.001/4 AgNO^ 
14.50 
15.75 
17.00 
19.25 
21.00 
23 .25 
22,50 
21.50 
21,00 
20.50 
19.75 
a 
0.005J4 
11.25 
11.50 
1?.50 
13.75 
14.75 
17,00 
16,00 
15.25 
14.75 
14.00 
13.00 
b 
i ,»«j; aai 
nV 
(«a (^o^p«£ 
O.Ollvi /^NO-
7.00 
7.50 
• d.50 
10,00 
11.50 
12.50 
11.75 
11,75 
11.50 
11.25 
11.00 
c 
lO'OO 
000 2-00 ^-00 6-00 8-00 10-0 
Volume of KBr added in ml -^ 
Fig.26-T i t ra t ion of 5 0 0 m l of (a) 0-OOlM (b)0-005M 
(c)O-OlM AgNOp vs O-OIM, 005M,0 IM'KBr 
respectively using glass mixed copper palmitate 
discs. 
Titration of 50,on ml of O.OOIM, O-OO*^ ., O.OiM AgND^  Vs 
O.Oi^ A, 0.03M, 0.IM KBr r^tpectively using glass nixed coppex 
palmitata disc. 
Volurae of KBr t^otential in mV ,„ 
added in ml. O.OOIM AgND^  0.005M HgNO^  O.OiM MgND^  
0.00 
1,00 
2,00 
3.00 
4 .00 
3.00 
6,00 
7,00 
3.00 
9.00 
10.00 
FIG -26 
id.£>0 
19.50 
20.50 
22 .25 
23 .75 
26.50 
26 .25 
24.50 
24 .25 
24.00 
22.50 
a 
15.50 
16.00 
17.00 
Id. 50 
20.50 
22.00 
21.25 
21.00 
20.00 
20 .25 
19.75 
b 
14.00 
14.50 
15.50 
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Id. 00 
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13.25 
18.25 
17.75 
17.25 
17.00 
c 
17-00 F 
15-00 
0^00 2-00 A-00 6-00 8-00 10 OC 
um of KI -^ddec in ml 
Fig 27 Titration of 50-Oml (alO-OOlM (b) 0-005M 
(clO'OlM AgN03 vs. 0-01M,0-05M,0-1M 
KI respectively using glass nnixed 
copper palnoftate discs. 
9^ 
1 A 3 L £ » »,a 
Titration of 50.00 ml of O.OCJjvi, 0.003M, Q»Om t\gm^ V» 
C.OIM, O.nSM, n. JU4 KI respectively using glass mixed copper 
palmltate disc* 
Volume of KI 
added in ml. 
0.00 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4 . or 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
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^i^JLteniJI 
O.OOIM rigNQg 
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0.005M A 
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20,50 
21 .25 
22 .75 
23.50 
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22 .25 
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2?.'^n 
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20 .75 
FlG-27 a b 
2-00 ^-00 6-00 800. 1000 
Volume of KSCN added in ml- »^  
F ig.28-Ti t rat ion of 50.0ml of (a) 0-001M,(b) 0-005H 
(c)O-OlM AgN03 vs-OOlM, 005M, 0-1M KSCN 
respectively using glass mixed copper 
palmitate discs. 
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T A P hM^^L^ 
Titration of 50.00 a l of 0.00IM, 0.003M, O.OIM AgNO^  V» O.OIM 
O.O&M, 0.IM KSCN respect!vtly using g lass nlx«d coppsr ps ln l t s t t disc. 
Volun« of KiGH 
added in n l . 
COO 
1.00 
2 ,00 
3.00 
4 .00 
5.00 
6,00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10,00 
FIG •as 
potently 
COOIM AghPg 
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• 
al In IBV 
O.OOSM r^ NOg 
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b 
O.OIM AgMDg 
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12,00 
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11.50 
11.25 
c 
0-OC 2-00 ii-00 600 8 0 0 1000 
Volume of PbN03 added in rrt——*-
Fig 29 -T i t r i t i on of Sa-Oml of (a) 0-0G1M (b)0005M 
k)0-01M k2Cr0^vs. O'OIM, 0-05M, 01M PbNOs 
respectively using glass nTiixed copper 
pa lmi ta te discs. 
u 
Titrat ion of 50.00 ml of 0.00IM, O.OOSM, O.OIM KjCxO^ V« 
C.OIM, 0.C5M, O.OIM PbNOg Y«tpectlvttly using g U t s mlx^d 
co iner palmitat* d i s c . 
Volume of Pb( 102)2 t^otcntial In cV 
addetJ i n ml. O.OOIM KjCrO^ 0.005M KgCrO^ O.OIM KgCiO^ 
0 .00 18.50 18.00 17.50 
1.00 19.00 18.50 18.00 
2 .00 20.00 19.25 18.50 
3.00 20.75 19.75 19.25 
4 .00 21.25 20.50 19.75 
5.00 21.75 21.00 20 .25 
6.00 20.00 19.75 18.75 
7.00 17.50 18.25 18.00 
8.00 16.00 16.75 16.75 
9.00 14.75 15.75 16.00 
10.00 14.00 15.00 15.50 
FIG-29 « b c 
5 '2-00 
S H O O 
£ 1000 
9-00 
O'OO 2-00 ^00 6-00 . 8-00 1000 
Volume of K2CrO^added in ml ^ 
Fig 30-Titration of SO-Oml of (a) O'OOIM (b)0-005M 
(c) O'OIM BaCl2 vs-O-OlM, 005M,01M K2CrO/, 
respectively using glass mixed copper 
palmitate d^scs 
IJl 
LJiJUULjstJiX 
Titration of 30.00 ml. of O.OCiM, 0.003M, O.OIM BaClj Vs 
O.OIM, 0,05*4, 0. IM K^CxO. re8p»ctlv«ly using glass mixed 
coppsr palmltats disc* 
Volume of KjCxO^ 
added In ml. 
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Potent ia l In 
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The potentlometxlc t i trat ionf described In the 
preeeeding pages can be explained In the l ight of the fixed 
charge model of membrane potential . 
U ) Neutraliratlon tltratloitft The potent!ometrlc neutrall-
xatlon t i trat ion* curvet i e of strong acids, v i z . , ICl, HNO^ , 
and H2^0. against strong base, v i z . , NaOK were a l l of the 
same general character. The points of inf lect ion of each curve 
corresponds to the point of neutralization. The regular 
decrease in the membrane potential upto the point of neutrali-
zation .\6 due to the fact that membrane potential for the sa l t 
iNaCl, NaMO^ , NiuSO.} which i s formed as a consequence of 
neutralization of the acid (HCl, HNO^ , H^ O^^ ) i s smaller than 
that of the acid i t s e l f . The following table ver i f ies this 
conjecture for HGl-NaOH t i trat ion . 
T A g If § - 6g 
Concentration potentials across glass mlxeii copper palmltate 
disc in different electrolytes. 
Concentration in Potential in mV 
moles A . 
across the disc HCl Nacl 
0.00 I/O. 0001 17.50 7.00 
0.01/0.001 28.25 14.00 
0.05/b,005 26,00 12.50 
0 ,1 /b.Ol 21.50 9.00 
io'd 
Th« d«cr«a»« in mei^ran* potential «dth th« addition of 
NaOH, howavar, continue* even keyond the end point. Thia 
decrease In meiribrane potential beyond the point of neutrali-
zation i f because the membrane loses i t s s e l e c t i v i t y as the 
e lectrolyte concentration rise* with further addition of 
NeOH in the systen. The points of inf lect ion of each curve 
correspond* to the point of neutraliziition. The acidlnetric 
t i trat ions obtained by the disc indicated the neutralization 
point very accurately. In the higher concentration range, 
where the s e l ec t iv i ty was poor, the end point was not sharp. 
3ut the derivative plots In these ranges indicated the end 
point quite sharply. The t i trat ions of strong acid* againat 
weak base and of weak acid* against atrong ba*e and of weak 
acid* against weak base were also tried but without success. 
i i i ) PgfC},P.it^ .^ J^on tityaUftfli' Precipitation t i trat ion* of 
AgNOg againat. KCl, KBr, KI, KSCNi and BaClg and PblNOg)^ 
against KjCrO^ respectively were conducted in table(56-61), 
fig.(25*30) «^ich were performed with soi^ disc gave very 
accurate resul ts . All the precipitation t i trat ion curve* had 
the same general form contrary to acid*base t i t ra t ion , in a l l 
the precipitation t i trat ion* tried here, mea^rane potential 
r ise* with the addition of the t l trant and i t continue* upto 
the end point. Thi* i* becau*e the e lectrolyte that i s formed 
io ^ 
hats high«r meobrant potential In comparison to that which 
<Jitapp«ara through precipitation. The following table bourns 
out this contention for KCl-AgNOg titration. 
7 A B L £ » 63 
Concentration potentials acroas glass nixed copper 
palinitate disc In different electrolytes. 
Concentration in 
moles/l . 
across the disc 
0,001/D.OOOl 
O.OX/D.OOl 
0.0&/0.005 
0 . 1 / 0 . 0 1 
KNO3 
17.50 
25.00 
23.50 
21.50 
Potential in aV 
KCl 
16.00 
23.50 
22.00 
21.00 
AgNO„ 
14.00 
21.25 
19.75 
18.50 
Addition of the titrant after the end point increased the 
electrolyte concentration in titration cell which in turn 
lowered the permselectivity of the mend^ rane. The membrane 
potential thus decreased after the end point. 
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J i J O J ^ ^ Q,i\T I Q H ^  
.rrUpIES OH M£M8RANfc COmBHTiinnOH t^QTjfeigI/fe> r^ jQi i a 
t »AlJAZ BEG* HND FtRDZ ^I4^D 
Di»partin«nt of Cheialstry 
Hllgarh Musllia Unlv*rslty,Allgarh-202001 (IMOiA^ 
Th« response of cation exchange members to any one 
c«tlon ^nd of anion exchange omebranes to any one anion i s 
a rule but z-esponse to an ion v^en i t i s present with other 
ions i s an exception v^ich has be«n noted only in a few cases 
and has proved very useful. Hi l l s have made efforts to find 
ion exchange zeelns specif ic to particular ions. Collodion and 
paraffin meadbranes containing nickel din@thylglyoxime, cobalt 
phosphate, and manganese oxalate have been used as electrodes 
to estimate Ni , Co , and Mn , respectively • liregor and 
•jchonhorn reported the measurement of a c t i v i t i e s of Ga , 
2+ 
and ^ QT using multi-layer membrane electrodes of calcium and 
magnesiun stearate. A literautre survey reveals that no r ther 
work has been done on the use of heavy metal soap membranes. 
The high insolubility and intermolecular crosslinking in the 
material are suggestive of its usefulness for the development 
of ion selective electrodes. This paper, therefore, deals with 
the preparation of heavy metal soap discs and their use as 
meiBbrane electrodes. Some of the metal soap membrane electrodes 
show Nernstian response for the cation of the soap. 
«»2** 
f^e^ >^ opS AMD MATERIALS 
Chiaie^ltt All th« ch«8lcalt u»td w»r« (BI^) H«agent gr*d«. 
^alnit le «cid wa» purified by repeated crystal.U zation from 
d l t t i l l e d ethanol before use. The e lectrolyte solutions were 
prepared in deionlied water. /\raldlte adhesive (CXBA,3<»nbay» 
India) w»» used for fixing the roei^rane. 
iJSlRtyJ'JijpJl M_j?JSJ*i^ ^^ ^ dcohollc solution of palmitic 
acid was added to a l i t t l e lees than i t s ec^ivalent of seml-
norcial aeneous caustic soda and refluxed for a^9ut twelve 
hours. The clear solution was f i l tered through a cotton pad, 
«!^ lGh retained the small globules of uncos^ined acid. 
^reparation of Heavy Metal ^oap|: G^^er palmltate %»as prepared 
as described below. The w«m and di lute solution of the sodium 
soap was poured slowly into a warm and well stirreci solution 
of copper sulphate to a stage where copper sulphate was about 
X^ in excess. The flocculent precipitate of copper palmltate 
was washed with d i s t i l l e d water until the washings were free 
from soluble sa l ts and dried in an air oven QLt 115^-120^ for 
twenty four hours. Nickel, cobalt, zinc, & chromium palmltates 
were prepared likewise ^nd dried at ao°-85®, 55'*«60**, 115®-120®, 
respectively. 
^XSPMJ^M^.n M. .%>»P. ^JdlRJA^ The heavy metal soap was mlxeJ 
with three times I t s wt. of pyrex glass powder (150-2<^o meshl 
. 3 -
in a nortajT t i l l a fln« powd«r wftt obtained. 2*0 gm of this 
powdM was transfertd to a d l t and the die wat then put into 
a hydraulic press and heated to 40^ by the bui l t In e lectr ica l 
heaters, A pressure of iO»Cf>C pel was applied. .%fter f ive 
minutes, the pressure was released and the disc (o.lcm thick) 
out froB the die. I t vmn hard and stable against swelling In 
water. The effect ive area of the disc in contact with the 
solution was 6.4 cnT 
Measurements of the iiMibrane Potentials: Following c e l l was 
set up and the Rmabrane potentials , £, was determined by th«i 
Mlchaells method • with the help of i^ye-predslon vernier 
potentlosieter (No.7568). 
OOIB. 
I I 
violutloniC.) I DI^C j oolutlonlC^) ^Cii. 
The 6dra<» electrolyte was used on both sides of the disc and 
the concentration ratio C./C2* w«is always kept equal to 10.0. 
For each electrolyte, fresh discs were employed. The two 
electrolyte solutions were allowed to stand till the potential 
continued to rise. The solutions on either side of the disc 
were then replaced with fresh ones. Heplacement of electrolyte 
solutions vdth fresh ones was continued till a steady potential 
was reached. This value was taken as the true membrane potential. 
All th« potential iiie«sureB»ent« w»r« mad* at 25® +, ^.1 • The 
s tab i l i ty of the »oap dlaci wa» checked by determining the 
concentration potential «which remained reproducible for alx 
days* Hence no dl»c %»a» used for more than f ive days. 
To understand more c learly , the diffusion process and 
the character of soap discs in this respect* the membrane 
concentration potential studies ^^ ere done. I t was found that 
metallic soap discs about 0.2 en thick were con^letely 
Is^ervious, To Increase the porosity of the disc* the soap 
was mixed with three times i t s wt, of pyrex glass povt6es 
(130-200 mesh). The powder mixed soap disc was almost ideally 
permselective. The potential response was almost instantaneous. 
The di lute side of our system was posi t ive , thereby showing 
that the cation vm» the faster moving ion and that the discs 
were of electronegative nature* The discs were also prepared 
at different temperatures and pressures. But potential measure-
ments showed that these parameters had no effect on the 
magnitude of the membrane concentration potential . If glass 
powder was not mixed thoroughly with the soap, the discs had 
asymmetric potential . But discs made out of thoroughly mixed 
material showed no asymmetric potential . The concentration 
W^NM 
pot«ntUlt In Alkali and alkalin* «axth chlorld* solutions 
ivhich wsr« bslow ths thsorttieal valuss had ths ssqusncss 
BaClj^ SrClj >Cacl2i KC1> NaCl > LiCl. Tht ehargs dsnsity 
(dataxmintd by TMi» nsthod) of thsss discs whsn in contact 
with alkali halidas MS vary low (of tha ordar of O.C0032n) 
14 15 
as coi^arad to thosa of paxehsant supportad meiii>ranas * "^  
(of th9 ordar of 0,045 n) whsra alkali halides ara known to 
give concantration potantiala closa to the thaoratical valuas. 
Tho low concantration potentials of soap discs in alkali halides 
ara dua to poor alsctrostatie attraction between the alkali 
nttal cations and fixed charge s ites on the discs. For 
divalent cations, this attraction ia, however, appreciably 
greater and is reflected into better concentration potential 
16 17 
vsluea, while Gragor • emphasized the is^ortanca of 
hydra ted ionic size, Sherry and kiserasan- regarded tha 
ettaxgeties of hydration and ion s i te interaction as of key 
inportance. According to eiseraaan for ion exchangers with 
weak field strength, l^a selectivity sequence is governed by 
hydration energies of counter-ions. In such cases the normal 
selectivity sequeney would be K > Na > U. sherry working on 
the lines of £isennan predicted the sequence Ba>3r>Ca>Mg 
for weak field strength and a eos^letely reversed sequence 
for high field strength. According to Eisenman-Sherry theory, 
the neabrane potential sequences obtained in our case viz, 
BiClj > SrClg > Caclj I KCl > NaCl > UCl point towards tha weak 
•»o«» 
fltid strtngth of eh«x9» groupings of th« so«p ditet. Fox 
nttsbranot with w«ak flold ttz*rigth» solectlvity ttquonco* 
prodictod by Qfqox art the tane at thoaa pradictod by 
EiaanRiafi and Gharry. Thus tha potantial eaquanc^ obtainad in 
otts casa show d^endanca i4>on hydratad ionic sixa on one 
hand and on tha hydration anargits of tha eountar«ions on tha 
21 
othar. On tha basis of activity coefficients, Boyd et al, 
suggested that adsorbability sequence for alkaline earth 
cations which do not exhibit ion association should be in the 
22 
reverse order of their activity. Krassman and Kitchner 
verified this view for phenol sulphonate cation exchange 
resins and reported the ad&orption sequences Ba>Sr>Ca. 
Larger hydratad ionic radii result in a weaker electrostatic 
interaction between the cations and ^ e fixed charge on the 
membrane. Thus Ca^ which has tha largest hydratad radius 
of the i^ree alkaline earth cations should also have the 
smsllest adsorbability and therefore the meiBbrane potential 
is BinimuM in this case. On the same principle they have alto 
predicted tha affinity sequence for transition natal cations as 
Zn *> Cu^ "*) Ni^*>Co^"*' which is the same as reported here. It 
seens interesting to point out that tha behavior of Zn and Cu 
palaitata discs In dilute range is Nemstian and can be used X&^  
concentration aeasuraeient. 
-7 -
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